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0. Introduction 
The first application of methods from logic to problems arising in 
analysis was made by Abraham Robinson who introduced Non-standard 
Analysis. In this approach, the underlying real numbers are replaced by 
a proper elementary extension admitting "infinitely small" and "infini- 
tely large" elements. A second departure has recently been made by 
Krivine in his recent paper [ 6]. What is new here is leaving the under- 
lying field unaltered and analyzing real-valued structures with suitabl~: 
tools analogous to those in model theory. The main result of [6], in ~d- 
dition to purely logical results, is the characterization f Lp-spaces b~ a 
neat set of formulas. 
Those methods have given rise to two possible "lines of attack". 
(1) One defines real-valued languages and stlactures, that is structures 
in which relations take their value in R instead of 2. The possible choices 
that can be made depend on the "connectives" one uses and the class of 
formulas one wishes to consider. 
(2) One defines operations on real-valued structures such as the ultra- 
product operation whict~ has been used for some time in the case of 
Banach spaces [21. 
The present paper follows both lines and tries to relate them. 
The text is divided into two parts; Part I includes the logical prelimi- 
naries and results, Part II develops the applications to the geometry of 
Banach spaces. 
Part I contains four sections: 
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in the first section we define the notions of real-valued language, real- 
valued structure, formulas and satisfaction. Formally, the formulas of 
our real-valued language form a subclass of the class of all formulas of a 
two type first order language. The language L which we define includes 
Krivine's language [6] but is much more. powerful. Another special re- 
striction of the language (which we call the v-part) is defined. It will be 
used subsequently in connection with C(K)-spaces. 
Section 2 discusses the existence of models for sets of universal for- 
mulas in L. 
Section 3 is partly devoted to the notion of ultraproduct, which is re- 
lated to various model-theoretic notions previously introduced by nleans 
of the language L. We also introduce a notion of reduced product and 
study its relations with the v-part of L. 
In Section 4, we develop the model-theor3, for the v-part of L. 
Part II contains three more sections 
In Section 5 we define a language L suitable to discuss normed spaces 
and we give some examples of properties that can be expressed by for- 
mulas of L. Then, we define another language suitable to discuss normed 
lattices and we give examples of classes of Banach lattices that can be de- 
fined by a set of formulas in the v-part of this language. 
In Section 6, we specialize the definitions of Section 3 to tile case of 
Banach spaces and we relate the notion of "u-extension" of a Banach 
space with the notion of "finite representability" used by Banach space 
theorists. We also present some applications to analysis: 
(1) We use the notion of "u-extension" togive a definition of the 
~p-spaces introduced by Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski [81. This defini- 
tion does not involve finite dimensional subspaces. 
(2) We prove that the second ual E** of a Banach space is isometric 
to a subspace of some ultrapower of E, on which there is a p~ojection of 
norm 1. 
(3) Using this last result, we solve an open problem of Lindenstrauss 
[7], on spaces wl~<~se dual is an Ll-space. 
In Section 7, w" characterize by a set of formulas various classes of 
Banach spaces uch as: 
(1) the class of preduals of Ll-spaces: 
(2) the class of preduals of spaces isomorphic to a subspace of an L l- 
space, etc. 
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In Section 8 (an appendix), w, ~tate without proof some dual results. 
Familiarity with the basic tecimiques of  model theory is assumed 
throughout Part I of this paper (see, for example [5 ] or [ 11 ], and [ 1 ]). 
Some interest in classical Banach spaces is also assumed, at least for 
Part II; a reference for the main results in that field is [ 10]. It is advis- 
able, but not necessary to know [6] in order to read the present paper 
as both papers are very close in spirit. 
Finally, we say a word on how the paper can be read; the reader who 
is only interested in Banach spaces can go directly into Part II: most of 
the content of Sections 5, 6 as well as the statements of the theorems in 
Section 7 should be intelligible to him. For the reader who wishes to 
read the whole paper we strongly suggest o go back and forth: Section 
5 can be read after Sections 1 and 2, Section 6 after Section 4; Section 
7 should stay at the end. 
We wish to express our gratitude to J.L. Krivine for many interesting 
conversation~ on the subject of this paper. 
Notation 
We have tried to follow tile most commonly used notations both in 
model theory and Banach space theory. Thus, E will denote a Banach 
space, E* its dual, E** its second dual; ~o a conti~:uous linear mapping 
from a space E to a space F, ~0" the dual mapping. Subspace will always 
mean closed subspace, operator will always mean continuous linear 
operator. A subspace E of a space F is k-complemented in F if there 
exists a projection rr from F onto E with lt~rll ~< ~: if k = 1, E is said to 
be strongly-complemented ill F 
E is k-isomorphic to F if there is a linear bijection ~0 from E onto F 
such that 1t ~Pl111 ~o- 1 II <~ k. 
All Banach spaces are assumed to be real. 
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PART I. Real-valued logic 
1. Real-valued languages 
1.1 .  Def in i t ions  
The aim of this section is to define formally what we mean by a 
real-valued language; we will be interested in special sets of  formulas of 
a two-sorted first-order language of a prescribed type. We first describe 
the kind of two-sorted language we use. A convenient way to do this is 
to start from a first-order language. Hence, we assume the reader is lh- 
miliar with first order logic and we let L* be a first-order language (with- 
out equality). Hence L* contains basically: 
variables x~ ..... x* ..... 
relation symbols (R*)~e A (with O, 1 e A), 
function symbols (fa*)t~es, 
constant symbols (c.~).ye c. 
We assume R~ is a unary and write N* instead of R~'. We make no car- 
dinality assumptions on L*. 
The two types of the language L we want to define will be called re- 
spectively the inner type and the outer type. Intuitively, the inner t3'pe 
will be essentially a type suitable to discuss individual elements of  mod- 
els whereas the outer type must be viewed as suitable to describe "truth- 
values" which are ultimately intended to be the set of real nu,llbers R. 
We now describe the language L: 
L contains inner variables x I . . . . .  x n . . . .  ; 
for each n-ary ~.Aation symbol R* of L*, L has a n-ary function sym- 
bol R~ with inner ~rguments and Guter value; 
for each n-ary function symbol fa* of L*, 1_ has a n-ary fimction s3 m- 
bolf¢ with inner arguments and inner value; 
for each constant symbol c~ Of L*, L has an inner constant symbol cv. 
Furthermore, L contains the following function symbols, constant 
symbols and relation symbols purely or outer type (intuitively they play 
the role of proposit~,onal connectives): 
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binaD" function symbols +, v: 
a unary function symbol 3, • for ,:very )~ ~ R (which will be sometimes 
written ~); 
a constant symbol 1 ; 
a binary relation symbol <, 
Of course, L has also symbols for variables of outer type but we won't 
use them in this paper, 
For any term t* of  L*, the term t of L comes from t* by replacing 
each variable symbol x3 by x i, each function symbol f~  by fa and each 
constant symbol c* by c . We want to use the name proper terms for 
"t "r 
those terms of L which are actually obtained in this way and which are 
exactly the terms with inner value. Sometimes we will omit the word 
proper: hence it is reasonable to introduce some more terminology. 
If t I ..... t, are proper terms of L and R* is a n-ary relation symbol of 
L*, Ra(t 1 ..... t n ) will be called an atomic expression of  L. We now de- 
fine inductively the expressions of L. 
Definition 1,1, (i) l fF ,  G are expressions of L, then F v G, F + G, 
;k. F(X E R) are expressions of L. 
(ii) The outer constant 1 is an expression of  L. 
(iii) The set of expressions of L is the smallest set containing the 
atomic expressions and the expression 1, which is closed under (i). 
Hence, tile evpmssions of L are exactly the terms with outer value; 
Definition 1.1 is written down to emphasize the new terminology. 
To any pair of  expressions F, G a proper quantifier-~'ee formula 
F ~< G is associated, We will only consider these quantifier-free formulas 
and will eventually omit the word proper, 
In the usual way, we define the set of  free variables of a term, of an 
expression and ef  a quantifier-free formula. 
Definition 1.2. The set of proper formulas of L is tile smallest class con- 
taining tile proper quantifier-free l\3rmulas and such that if ~ is a proper 
formula of L, '¢xi(~p) and 3xi(~o ) are also proper formulas of L. 
As usual Vx i and ~X i are  called quantifier symbols. 
Finally, by Definition 1.2, a proper formula ~o of L is written 
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Ox I ... Ox  n (F  ~ G) where t )x  i is Yx i or 3xt and F. G are expressions of 
L. The free variables of  ¢ are those of  (F ~, G) which do not appear in 
a quantifier symbol, We will write ~p(a" 1 ..... x n) to indicate that the free 
variables of  ~p are among x 1 . . . . .  x n. 
In the sequel, we will omit the word proper; thus, formula will stand 
for proper formula; we will use the word general formula when we oc- 
casionally write down a formula which is not a proper one. 
We now define some classes of  (proper) formulas: 
Definition 1.3. Let ¢ be a formula O x 1 ... Q x,~ (F ~ G). 
(i) ¢ is closed if it has no free variables (we say ¢ is a sentence). 
(ii) ¢ is universal if no existential quantifier appears in ¢. 
(iii) ~0 is l inear if the operation v does not appear in F or G. 
(iv) ¢ is a l a t t i ce lb rmula  if it is written: 
Qx 1 . . . .  , Oxn( (O i .R  1 v. . .  vOk 'Rkv ;k"  1) 
t 
v ... . r ip  l ) )  
t where R 1 ..... R k; R 1 .... , RR are atomic expressions and 01 ..... 0 k; 
0~, ..., 0~,; &,/a positive reals; 
(v) ~ is a s#nple lattice formula if 0~ = ... = 0~ = 0. 
(vi) ¢ is a co-s#nple lattice formula if 01 = ... = 0~. = 0. 
(vii) ¢ is a basic lattice formula if it is either simple or co-simple. 
(viii) ¢ is homogeneous  if the constant symbol I does not appear in ~p. 
From these defi~litions it is clear that a universal linear closed formula 
is written 
¥x  1 ... ¥x , , ( (X iR  1 + ... + ~kR k + ~.  1)~< ( la iR'  l +. . .+ l~pR'p + la. 1)) 
w where R 1 . . . . .  Rk,  R'I . . . . .  Rp  are atomic expressions. So these are the 
formulas discussed in Krivine's paper [6] in a different fran~ework, 
For the rest of the paper, we let ~ be the set of proper formulas of L; 
v the set of I"~tice formulas of L: ZJ+ the set of  linear formulas of  L. 
1.2. Real-valuea mode ls  
Among the possible models (or structures) for L: we want to single 
out those which have the following properties: 
The domain of the outer elements is the set of real numbers R. 
+ is interpreted to be the usual addition of real numbers. 
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v is interpreted to be the usual supremum operation for two real num- 
bers (denoted by sup(~,/3)). 
~. • is interpreted to be the usual multiplication by a fixed real number 
k. 
1 is interpreted to be the real number I. 
Remark. The signs +, k will therefore be used boflt as formal symbols in 
L and as operations on R. The interpretation to choose will always be 
clear from the contexu 
We now define the notion of a real valued structure for L (or real- 
valued model). 
Definition 1.4. A rea l -vahted mode l  ~Tlt Jo r  L cop.sists of: 
a domain lC'~ I, 
for any n-ary relation symbol R* of L*, a malzping R'~ from Iq'/~ I n to 
R, 
for any n-ary function symboliC* fo L*, a mapp ingf~ from I~ I n to 
for any constant symbol c* in L*, a distinguished element c~ of Icr/z !. 
?n the usual way, we can associate to any proper term t with n free 
varables a mapping t'~r: t9l~ tn -~ I~t I. Also we associate a function 
F"  I~  i n ~ R to any expression F with n-free variables via the following 
induction rules: 
if F is R (t ~ ..... 1 k) then F '~ is R~(t~ .... , tff ) where R~(t~ . . . .  , t'~ ) is 
obtained by substitution: 
if F is !, then F ~ is the constant function equal to 1 ; 
if F is G v H (resp. G + H; resp. k .  G), then F ~ is sup(G~ H ~) (resp. 
G ~ + H~;  resp. ~, (;~-'~). 
Finally, one says that the formula ~0 
Qx I . . .~  xn(F (x  1 , .... x n . . . . .  Xm)  <~ G(X 1 . . . . .  x n, ..., Xm))  
holds in ~ for the (m - n)-uple an+l, ..., a m if the ftillowing informal 
statement is true: 
O X 1 ... Q Xn(F~(X  l, ..., x n, an+l, ..., a m) <~ G~ (X l, ..., x n , an+l ..... am)).  
(Once more Ox i is Yx  i or Bxi . )  
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We will also use expressions like ( ~;  an+ t. . . . .  a m ) satisfies ~p, ~0 is true 
in ~ ~L; an+l,..., am ) c.: for a closed formula, ~gt .satisfies ~p, ¢ is true in 
q/t. Given a set of proper closed formulas • in L, we say that ~ is a 
model of • if qg satisfies all the formulas of ~. We write • D ff to mean 
that the formula ¢, holds in all real valued models of  ~. We say two 
formulas are equivalent if they have the same real valued models. Thus 
the formulas 
Vx I ... Yxn(F  > G), Yx  I ... ",¢.x'n((F + ( -G) )  > O) 
are equivalent. This last example shows that we may widely use informal 
notations as long as we are interested in the models of  a formula; for 
example we can write V.v 1 ... Yxn(F - G > O) for the above formula: 
similarly it is not important o specify the grouping in an expression 
like 01R 1 v ... v OkR k. For the same reason, ve can introduce abbrevia- 
tions without much diffictdty, provided they have a clear meaning and 
write for example 
instead of 
Vx I ... Vx'n ( IFI ~> er) 
Vx I ... Vx n ((F v ( ( -  1 )" F) )  ~, ~" 1 ). 
If 9[ is a real-valued structure for L, it is of interest o consider the 
language L[gt ], obtained by adding a new inner constant symbol a for 
each element a in 19t I. We define ~ [~ ], ~?v[c~ ] in the natural way. 
Definition 1.5. The universal  diagram of ~,  U(Q'L) is the set of universal 
closed formulas of ~? [~ ] t~ ~e in cg (with the natural interpretation). 
Similarly UV(9~ ) (resp. U+(qZ)) is tile set of  universal closed formulas 
of ~v[~]  (resp. ~?+[97 ]) true in 9[. 
A structure in wtfich all the formulas of U(~X) (resp, UV(q~ ); resp. 
U+(9~)) hold ,? called a u-extens ion  of 9[ (resp. uV-extel~sion, resp. u +- 
extension). 
1.3. S tandard  modeta" 
We now introduce models with an an'dog of  a distance and formalize 
the notion of completeness (in the Cauchy sense). 
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For the rest of this paper, we assume t * is endowed with a aiMin- 
guished two-place predicate symbol R ~ (which we denote by D*) and 
with a distinguished constant symbol 0". 
Definition 1.6. Let 9?/be a real-valued structure for L; ~ is standard if 
it satisfies the following properties: 
(i) for all a and b i~ l-~t~ 1,D'~(a, b) = D~(b,  a) ~- O. 
(ii) for all a in Ic~ I. D~(a,  a) = O. 
(iii) for all a in lqg I, D'~(a, O) = N~(a) .  
(iv) D'~(a, b)  = 0 only ira = b. 
(v) for any sequence a n of elements in I "T t/I such fllat N~(a , )  is 
bounded and lim,,p_.~ D '(a n, at,) = 0, there is an element a in Ic~ I such 
that lira n _..,, D (a, a n) = 0. 
Given two standard models 9It and c~, we say they are similar if there 
is a bijection ~ from ICttt I to I~ 1 such that 
for any relation symbol R* and any sequence of elements a 1 , ..., a n 
of ICr~t 
R ~(a  l . . . . .  a ,  ) .~ R "~ (~(a I ) . . . . .  ~(a, , ) ) ;  
function symbol f *  and any sequence of elements a 1 ..... a n for any 
of ICrgl 
D'~'(~o(f'~( a 1, ..., a,~ )), f~(~o(a I )..... ~°(an)) = 0; 
for any constant symbol c*. 
D~(c  ~', ~o(~r)) = O, 
This is an equivalence relation and we will identify similar models. 
Definition 1.7. 9t/is regular if it satisfies properties (i), (ii), (iii) of De- 
finition 1.6 together with the following 
(vi) for any function symbol f* and for any sequence of elements 
a I . . . . .  an; b I . . . . .  b n of lC~t such that, for all D'~(ai, bi) = O, 
D'~(f~(a l  . . . . .  an), f~(b  1 . . . . .  bn )) = O. 
(vii) For any relation symbol R* and for any sequence of elements 
a 1, .... an; b 1, ..., b n of IC~l such that for all i, D~(a i ,b i )  = O, 
Ra~(al, .... a n) = R'~ (bl  . . . .  , bn). 
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In the next section wf will see how to go from regular to standard 
models. 
2. Model theory for .~ 
In [6], Krivine used a theorem on convex sets to derive compactness 
and an analog of Herbrand's theorem for sets of  universal sentences of 
Z? +. We prove below compactness for /?  by purely model-theoretic argu- 
ments. Herbrand-like theorems for ~v  will be obtained in Section 4 by 
a similar technique. 
2.1. The existence o f  real-valued modeb 
Given a set of universal closed formulas of J2, say q~, no inlbrmation 
can be obtained on the existence of a real-valued model of  4, by simply 
applying model-theoretic results. Nevertheless, we can single out a 
natural class of structures for which such information can be easily ob- 
tained. 
Definition 2.1. Let 9t be a model for L (in the usual sense); 9t isade- 
quate if the domain of  the elements of outer type endowed with the 
interpretations of  +, v, X. (~, ~ R), ;~, 1 is a linearly ordered vector space 
(with addition, supremum operation, multiplication by h (~, ~ R), and 
ordering relation), such that 1 ~: 0.1 ,  1 ~ 0. 
It is easy to write down a set of universal axioms for linearly ordered 
vector spaces with addition, supremum operation, multipli~ ation by 
;k (~, ~ R), ordering relation and a non-zero distinguished positive element. 
Therefore, in c at: terminology there is a set of general universal sentences 
of outer type wY~ose models are the adequate models for L We let fir stand 
for such a set ot formulas, 
The following result is clear from the definitions: 
Proposition 2.2, Let ~ be a set o f  universal proper closed lormulas o f  L; 
i f  ~ has a real-vahted model, then ~ has an adequate model. 
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We will prove the converse ot this proposition under additional hypo- 
thews for 4. 
Definition 2.3. Let 4 be a set of universal closed formulas of Z?; 4 is 
bounded if the following statements are true: 
(i) for any function symbol f *  of L*. there is a positive real number 
M: such that the formula 
Vx I ... Vx,,(N(f~x~ ..... x,,)) < Mf (N(x  l) v... v N(x,,) v 1)) 
is in 4. 
(ii) For any constant symbol c* of L*, there is a positive real number 
M c such that the f~rmula 
N(c) ~< M c 
is in (b. 
(iii) For any relation R* of L*, there are positive real numbers M~, 
M~ such that the formulas 
Vx I .,. Vxn(eR(x l ,  ..., x,)<<, M~(N(x l )  v ,.. v N(xn) v 1)) 
are in 4 (where e is + or - ) ,  
Theorem 2.4. Let 4 be a bounded set o f  universal closed.lbrmulas o f  Z~; 
it" 4 has ml adequate model, then 4 has a real-valued model.  
Proof. We let 9t be the given adequate model of 4.19Zl is the domain of 
the elements of inner type and U is the linearly ordered real vector space, 
which is the domain of the elements of outer type. Obviously we can 
embed R in U via the application ~0: ~ ~ X, 1 v. We now define a real- 
valued structure 9/t which is a model of  4. 
The doma#1M of 9R is the set of elements a in [~ I such that for some 
real number X, U satisfies N~(a) ~< ~o(~). By Definition 2.3 (i), M is 
closed under the functicasff : ,  therefore we can define F"(a l, .,., a n) by 
f'~(a t, .,., an), By Definitio,l 2.3 (ii), it makes sense to let c ~ be c 'n for 
any constant symbol, 
By Definition 2.3 (iii), for any a 1 , ..., a n in M, the following is true in 
U for some real number # ;~ 0 
IRgt(al ..... an)l <<- ~p(la). 
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We let R~(a l  ..... a n) = h~ff{/a: U satisfies R~(a~ . . . . .  a n ) < ~¢(ta))). To 
finish the proof of the theorem it is enough to prove the following: 
Cla im:  for any expression F(x i , . . . ,  x n )  of L and for an), n-tuple 
a l ,  ..., a n in M, F~(a l ,  ..., a n)  = a if and only if for any strictly positive 
e the statement 
lF~(al . . . .  , a n)  - ~0(a)l < ~e)  
holds in U. 
The claim is proved by induction on the length of  the expression F: 
at the induction steps use is made of the ibllowil~g identifies t~x~e in all 
linearly ordered vector spaces: 
(2.1) VxVyYuYu( lx -u l+ ly -v l~ lx+y- (u+u) [ ) .  
(2.2) Vx '¢'u (Xlx - ul = IXllx - ui); 
(2.3) Vx (sup(x, x) = x); 
(2.4) VxVyYuVv(sup( Ix -u l ,  l Y -v l )>~lsup(x ,y ) - s t lp (u ,u ) l ) .  
We treat only the case corresponding to the operation v: assume the 
claim is valid for the expressions F, G: given elementsa I . . . . .  a, of M we 
have 
(F  v G )~ (a 1 . . . .  , an ) = su p(F ~(a 1 .... , a n ), G'~(a 1~ .... an ) ). 
Let/3 = F '~(a l ,  ..., an).  ~t = G~(a l  . . . . .  a , ) .  
By the induction hypothesis, for any e > 0, 
IFm(al ..... a n) - ~of~)l < ~o(e), 
I G~(a l  . . . . .  an)  - ~')1  < ~o(~) 
in U, hence 
sup'! fr~(a I . . . . .  an)  - ~P(3)l, IG~(al, .... an)  - ~o(~t)l) ~< ~o(e). 
By (2.4) we ge' 
I sup(F~(al ..... an) ,  G~(a l  ..... and - ~o(sup(/3, "/))1 ~ ~e) ,  
that is, 
I(F v G) '~(a l ,  ..., an)  - ~o(supO, V))I ~ ~o(e). 
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Conversely if ~5 is such that for any e > 0 
I(F v G)X (al .. . .  , a,,) -- s0(8 )l < ~(e) 
then, by (2.1), 
I~sup~,  y)) - ~8)1 < ~p(2e), 
l ie n ce  
supt#, 3') = 8. 
Once the claim is proved, the proof of the theorem goes as follows: 
if~0 is a fornmla of ~b which does not hold in c/t~, say Vx 1 ... Vx n 
(F(x I ..... x n) > 0), then for some elements a t ..... a n in M we have 
P = F~(  a I ..... a,,) < 0. 
Let e be tPl/2. By the claim, U satisfies 
IF'Xfa:, ..., an) - ¢(P )I < ~o(e) 
so that it satisfies: 
F'~(al ..... a,~) < ~p/2) ;  
but the formula Yx I ... ~x n F(xl ,  ..., xn) ~> 0 holds inC~, contradic- 
tion. [] 
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As a corollary, we get: 
Theorem 2.5 (Compactness theorem). Let if, be a bounded set o f  uni- 
versal closed formulas o f  i?; if'any f inite subset o f  cb has a real-valued 
model, then dp has a real-valued model  
Proof. Recall that 9" is a se',~ of general sentences of outer type whose 
models are the adequate models; consider the set of formulas 9. to ,b; by 
the hypothesis any finite subset of 9" to tit, has a model; hence, by the 
classical compactness theorem 9" to cI, has a model; so ~ has an adequate 
model and, as ~ is bounded, ~ has a real valued model. [] 
We now turn to standard models. 
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2.2. The existence of  sandard models 
Definition 2.6. Let • be a bounded set of  universal closed formulas of Z?; 
is nice if any real valued model of  ¢ is regular (see Section 1.3). 
We give a sufficient condition, more syntactical in character, which 
implies ¢ is nice. This condition is the conjunction of: 
(a) Vx(D(x, O) < N(x)), Vx(D(:~-, 0) :~ N(x) belong to q~. 
(b) YxVy(D(x, y )~ D(y, x)) belongs to ~. 
(c) VxYy(D(x,y)  ~ 0), Vx(D(x, x) ~ O) belong to ff~. 
(d) For any function symbol f *  of L*, there is a positive real Pf such 
that the formula 
VXl "" VXn VYl "" VVn (D(f(xl  ..... Xn),f(Yl .... , Yn) 
rt 
is in q~. 
(e) For any relation symbol R* of g*, there is a positive real PR such 
that the formula 
V'xl ... ¥xn YYi "- VYn (R(x~ ..... x n) - R(y!  ..... Yn) 
/'1 
is in ~. 
Another sufficient condition which implies that q~ is nice is obtained 
if one replaces condition (e) above by: 
(e') For any relation symbol R*. there is a positive real/oR such that 
Vx I ... VXn (R(x l ..... x n) ~ 0), 
Vx I .... Vx,,~I' l ,.. V)' n (R(x 1 ..... x n) 
I (D(-o,.Vi) R(Yl._I__/..O__~__]])',,)~ <~ PRiWI v ....... ( fo rO<O< !) 
are in ~. (Provided Yx I ... YXn(R(x I .... , x n) ~ O) is in ~, this last set of 
formulas has the same models as the formula in (e) but is in Z?v.) 
When one of the two above conditions holds, we say that cb is very nice, 
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Theorem 2,7, Let ~ be a niee se: o f  formulas #z Y2; assume cb has amod-  
el 9~ ; then, there is a unique standard model  cg such that: 
(1) there is an application ~p: I-'~ I -~ I~1 such that for  an3," relations sym- 
bol R,*, any fun  ction symbo l  f * and an), constant symbo l  c*: 
R'~ (~p(a 1), ..., ~o(a n)  = R~(al  . . . . .  an), 
D~(f~(~(a l  ) . . . . .  ~p{an)), ~p(f~(a I ..... an))) = 0, 
D"%p(d~), t ~) = O; 
(2)fi)r any element a o f  ic~ l there is a sequence o f  elements ai .... , 
a n ... in lgff 1 such that lim,~_~D'~(~(a,,), a  = 0 and N'~(a,~) is bounded. 
(3) c~ and eftt satisfy the same univemal,tbrmulas o f ~. 
We call ~ the comph, tion of cyf. 
Remark. When we say ~ is unique, it is clear we identify similar models. 
Proof. We follow Krivine [6, Section IV]. 
We first define a model c~ 0. I ~01 is the set of "Cauchy sequences" in
19?~1, i.e., of  sequences a n such that N~(an)  is bounded and 
l im,.p~,~D'~(an, at,) = 0. Ira 1, ..., a k ate elements of !9~01 (Caucby se- 
quences (a~,)neN), we let fnO(a 1 ..... a k) be the sequence f~'(a,l~, ..., akn), 
n ~ N, and R%(a  1 , ..., a k ) be hm,,~." R'~(a,,,1 ..., akn). It follows from the 
fact that ~ is bounded that both Nr~(j'(a 1, .... a~)) and R~(aln, ..., akn) are 
bounded sequences of  reals. To see that.f~(a~ ..... a~) is a "Cauchy se- 
quence" and that ~t ~ .... a ~ R (an, ,~) is a Cauchy sequence of real numbers 
it is enough to prove the following lemma. 
l.emma 2.8. Assume ¢b is uice; let t(x 1 ..... x n) be a term in L, 
F(x 1 .... , x n) be an expression o f  L; then jbr  any strictly positive reals K, 
e, there is a real ~ such that in oil models c~ o f  ¢b we have: 
N~(al) < K ..... N'-~(an ) < K; N~tb l )  <~ K ..... N~(bn)  <<. K, 
imply 
D'~(al, bl ) ~ e~, .... U~(a,, ,bn) <~ a 
D~r(t'~(al , .... a ,  ), t~r(bl ,  ..., bn)) < e, 
]F~(a 1 , .,., a n) - F~(b l ..... b,: )! < e. 
Proof. Apply compactness to the following (inconsistent) set of formulas 
of the extension of B obtained by adding new eo~~stonts q. ..,, an. 
b,, . . . . b,: 
+P, 
We now define 92. Let Q, b be elements of lcYt,l; we let CJ - b if 
PO@, b) = 0. Using Lemma 2.1 it is easy to see that - is an equivalence 
relation compactible with the functions f’XO as well as RX”. We let % he 
92, /-. A simple diagonal argument proves that in % every “Cauchy se- 
quence” has a limit. It remains to check that 9Z and % satisfy the same 
universal closed formulas. To prove this we need the following: 
Claim: For any expression F(s iY . . ..sk) and any elementsa’. ..*, tik 
represented by sequences (Q;),,,~ 1 < i d k. F?(@“, . . . . 8) = 
lim,,, P(Q,“,, . . . . &. 
The claim is proved by an easy induction on the length of F. 
Now, assume 7X satisfies the formula tpV_v, .. . VX), F(x 1, . . . . s,, ) ;;e. 0). 
If cp is not true in 9? we can find elements Q*, . . . . erk of% such that 
ma” , . . . . a”) < 0; bu:, by the cl:kim, for 11 large enough we get 
P(al n3 ..,, ~$1 a: 0; this contradicts the fact that 4 is true in 92. 
To prove tr~~iq~~ss, we let 9t and %’ be two models satisfying the 
requirements of Theorem 2.7. rp: 3flI + 92 and I$ : Vi -+ 9l’ are the map- 
ping given by the theorem. Actually, we identify u, &al and I’ for 
any element il of 17?2 1. Now, if a is an element ot 1% 1, thcrc is a sequence 
of elements a, in 1% I such that: 
(1) N’%z,) ,. bounded, 
(3 lim,,,, P(a, u,,) = 0. 
From Lemma 2.8 it follows that for some ff. if P(a, a,) r a atzd 
Dn(u. Q,) < Q then lD*(a,, afir ) .- Dq(a, u)l G e; hence a, is a “Cauchy 
sequence”. Let a’ in I%‘[ te suci~ that lim,,,D“t’fu’, Q! ) = 0; simple 
COmpUtatiOns show that the mapping JI :a -* a’ is well defiitcd and et- 
sures 92 and %’ are similar. Cl 
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3. Ultraproducts and u~xtensions. Reduced products 
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Ultraproducts of normed spaces have been used for some time [2]. In 
this section, we define the ultraproduct operation in a more general set- 
ting and relate it to the notion of u-extension. We also define a notion 
o" reduced product. 
For the rest of the section L is a real valued language as before; ~ is a 
class of  real-valued structures for L: U(~) is the set of universal formulas 
of L which hold in all models of e (we call U(e)  the universal theory of 
~?), we say f~ is bounded (resp. nice, resp. veo' nice) if U(~) is bounded 
(resp. nice, resp. very nice). 
3.1. Ultmpro~hwts ¢~t" real-vahted structures 
Let (9ff~)~e A be a bounded set of real-valued structures for L; ~ an 
ultrafilter on A. The uttraproduct 9/t = II, e A crtta/9/ is defined in the 
following way: 
(a) 19~ I is the set of  mappings (aa),~EA such that aa ~ Icrt~l for every 
c~ and there is a real X such ttwt (t~ :N'~(a~) <<. X) belongs to 9/;  
. '~  . (b) for any constant symbol c* of L*, c'~is (%)~eA,  
(c) for any elements a I ..... a k of I°#t I such that a 1 is (al)a~A etc, 
f~(a  I " a" )  isf'~a(a 1, " , ..., aa): R'~(a I , ..., a") is l im~tR~(a 1 ..... a,).n 
Usipg the fact that (c'#/,~)a~ A is bounded, it is easy to check that all 
these definitions make sense; for example, let a 1 .... , a n be elemcnts of 
}°tr~ 1such that a I is (al)a~A ...~ and let f*  be a ffmction symbol of L*; 
there is a positive real Mf such that the formula 
VX t"" Vx,, (N(f(x 1 ..... x,,)) < Mj.(N(x I ) v... v N(x n) v 1 )) 
belongs to U((C//t,)~e,4 ). Let B i (1 < i < n) be elements of 9 /such  that 
for any t~ in B i, N~(a  i) < X i. Let B = n . • ~ i.'-I Bi, for any element a in B 
. . . . . . . .  t'~(a~ .... a~) ~ M I. (sup(~l, X n 1)); hence ( f~(a~ ..... aa)aE An  is 
actually an element of l°at I. Similarly. one checks that ..R~ra 1,_~, ..., a~)~An 
is almost everywhere bounded with respect o 9/so that one can define 
linr~tR ~a (ala ..... a n). 
When all t-~,'s are the same structure °a ,  the ultraproduct is Called 
ultrapower and is denoted by cr/tA/91. 
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Proposit ion 3.1. l la~ a c'~ a [~ is a model o f  U( ( c~a )~a )" 
The proposit ion fol lows from the fact that for any expression 
F(xl ,  Xn) , we have F'~(a 1 .... a n) lim~F'~,~(aa 1, n ..., , = .... %).  This fact is 
established by induction. Now, if t~ae formula v'.x" l ... V.x" n F(.x" 1 ..... x n) ~ 0 
is in U(( 91t~)a~A ) and does not hold in c,g there exist e lements 
(al)a~A, ..., n (%)o,~.4 such that F'~(a 1, .... a" ) < 0; thea for some 
a, F~(a~,  ..., a n) < 0; contradict ion. [] 
I f  ( c~,~)~ A is a nice set o f  models, then by Theorem 2.7, ll,~6a 9?t,,/ql, 
which is a model o f  U((etgc,)a ~ A ) admits a unique standard model  er/ 
which is its completion. In that case, we replace 11~e.4 c -g~/~ by this 
standard model ~ .  
Actually, when no confusion can arise we will omit the word standard 
and will use I I~  A c~/q / fo r  9/ .  
The following result is in some sense the converse of  Proposit ion 3.1. 
Theorem 3.2. Let 9~ be a standard model, e a nice class of  models. The 
following conditions are eqt,'ivalent: 
(i) 9f is a model o f  U(e). 
(ii) 9/ is a restriction o f  a standard ultraproduct o f  elements o f  e. 
(iii) for  any quantifier free jbrmula F(x I .... , x n) ~ 0 satisj?able in off 
and any strictly positive real e, the Jbrmula F(x 1 ..... xn) ~ -e  is satisfiable in 
some structure ~ o f  the class e. 
We say 9 / i s  a restriction of  eg,, if 19~ I c_ I c't~'l, and the interpretation 
of constant symbols, function symbols, relation symbols is defined by 
restriction. 
We say F(x 1 ..... x ~) ~> 0 is satisfiable in c~ iff the formula 
3xl ... 3xnF(x l ,  ..., :¢n) >~ 0 holds in et~. 
ProoL (ii) - (i) follows from Proposit ion 3.1. 
(i) -~, (iii). h ,Ale conclusion is not true, tile formula Yx 1 ... Yx n 
((F(x I , ..., x n) -- e) < 0) is in U(~)  tbr some e > 0, so F(x 1 ..... x , )  ~ 0 is 
not satisfiable in ~ : contradiction. 
(iii) - (i). Recall first some definit ions from Section 1. L[gf  i is ob- 
tained from L by adding a new comtant  symbol  a' tk~r each element a o f  
9/. ~?[9~] is the set of  closed formulas of  L[9~ ]. 
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We let A be the set of  finitc s~ts of proper closed quantifier ~ee for- 
mulas of  L[9~ ], which hold it'. ')~. A is ordere6 by inclusion. Furthermore, 
if we let, for any a in A, ~ = {/3; [3 _~ 0~), then the family of subsets of A, 
(~)~:1 ,  has the finite intersection property and therefore can be extended 
to an ultrafilter c/ /on A. Furthermore, if n(a) is the number of formulas 
in ~, limqtl #~(a) = 0. 
For any element o in A, say ~ = {F t ~ 0 ..... F ,  ~ 0} such that the set 
of constant symbols correspondi:~g to elements of ~ which appear in 
is a t .... , ak, we pick a structure crg ,~ in ~ such that c'tffa satisfies the 
tk)rmula (:i, ') ~x t ... ~x~. F~(xt  . . . .  , xk )  :~ - n(~----) 
where t~ (.v t ..... x k) is obtained by substituting variables x 1 ..... x k for 
the constant symbols a1 ..... a~. We also choose elements a~ ..... a~ in 
icrgal such that: 
inf F~(a  1, ~" -1  
io l . . . . .  , ,  . . . .  " ~ ) > life,) 
We let 9?~ be II.~_A 9t~a 19/ and we define ~0(a) fora ~ ~ as the following 
mapping: 
(~o(a)),~ is 0 '~  i fa does not ap~ ear in a; 
(~o(a)), tsar, i fa appears in a as a i. 
(Taim: ¢ ~dentifies 9~ with a restriction of 9~. 
Proof. We first check that N ~-~ ((~,(a))~) is almost everywhere bounded 
(with respect o 9/). Define e0 by ~o = (N(a) ~< :~'(a)} ; then N'~((~o(a)) a
is bounded by N(a) + 1 on ~o. 
We now check that if a = f ' (a  t ..... a k), then ~o(a) is f~(,c(a l),..., ~o(a~ )); 
if this is not true, let e = D:~(~(a), f'~(~o(al), ..., ~o(ak))> 0. let n > l/e 
and choose ~l in A such that: 
(a) at least n formulas ,appear in a,1; 
(b) D(a, f(a~, ,.., ak)) < 0 is in ~t. 
For any ~ in 3t ,  we have: D~,~(a~,, f~'~(a~, ..., a~.)) < l/n < e; thelefore 
D~r(~(a), f~(~o(al ), ..., ~o(ak ))) < e; 
contradiction as e is precisely D~(~p(a), f'~(~o(a~), ..., ~o(a~))). 
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It remains to check that if 0 = R~(al ..... a k) then 0 = Rar(c(at) ..... ,¢(ak)) 
Assume this is not true; let e > 0 be IR'~(~p(al), .... ~ak) )  - 01; let n > l /e  
#nd choose 0~ 2 in A such thet: 
(a) at least n formulas appear in a~ : 
" (b) IR(al, ..., ak) - 01 < 0 is in ~2. 
For any a in 32 we have that IR~,(e~ ... . .  a~) - 01 ~< 1/n < e therefore 
IR~t(9(al),'..., ~0(ak)) - 01 < e; contradiction. []
When the class e has only one member etrL, it is of some interest o 
restate Theorem 3.2 using the language L[°tff ]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let 9it be a standard real valued nice structure: the .tbllow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(i) 9Z is a u-extension o f  crg. 
(ii) There is an ultrapower ~ 1/9t o f  Qlt such that ~ c_ 9Z c_ clltl/~" 
(iii) For any qucmtifier free formula of .~ [c?/t I, F (x l  . . . . .  x n) t> 0, 
satisfiable in ~ and any strictly positive e, the formula F(x l ..... x n) >>- -e  
is satisfiable in 9~. [] 
Remark. cot C 9to_ cr / tz /~means that ~ is a restriction of  ~ and there 
is a mapping ~0:19tl ~ Icrttt/9tl such that the restriction of~0 tO 19ttl is 
the identity and ~0 identifies ~ with a restriction of  c/?g t/q/.  
3.2. Reduced products 
In this paragraph, we introduce a notion of  reduced product  which 
plays with the r~spect o _o v the same role as the ultraproduct with re- 
spect to /2." 
We need to recall some preliminaries. Let ~ be a filter on a set A : 
(0~)~= A be a mapping from A to R such that for some real ;\: 
{a : i0~l ~< X} ~ :b. 
Then, for any X in .4 we can let O(X) = sup~,~x0¢,. We let 
lim sup,~0,~ = infxE¢~O(X). Now, let (Ai)i~ I be disjoint :~ets; if el) is a filter 
on I and (c~i)ie t are filters on A~, a new filter Y on A = UiEIA i is defined 
I Krivine (unpublished) has introduced real-vaiued operations connected with z ~*, which he 
calls "moyennes". 
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by: X ~ fir if and only if {i: X c~ A i ~ cbi} ~ ~"  we will write 
5 r = N(,7~, (,7)i)t~t). Let (O~)ae. a be a bounded set of  reals; we claim that: 
(3.1) tim sup Oa = lira sup (lira sup (Oa)a~A:). 
~ "7) ~ i  ' 
Proof. We let 7 be lira sup,~0,~; 6 i = lhn S~.lp~i 0~' 8 = lira sup~8i. 
We firs: prove ~ < 7: let e > 0; fl~ere is an X in fir such that 
sup,¢ xO~ ~< 3' + e let .~" be {i : X n A i ~ ;bi} : if i ~ .~ then 
supa~x~,4iOa ~< 7 + e therefore, for i6  ~\r, 6t.~< 3' + e, so that 
suP i~ 6i ~ 3' + e which hnplies 8 ~< 3' + e: as e is arbitrary, it follows 
that 8 ~< 3'. 
We now prove 7 ~< 8: let Y be an element of ,~ such that 
supi~r 8 ~ ~ ~ +e; for each i in Y pick X i in ~7) i such that sup~xiOa<, 8+ 2e; 
then if X = Lli~ r" X~, X belongs to fir and supa ~x 0~ ~< 6 + 2e which im- 
plies 7 = lira sup~0~ < 5 + 2e, as e is arbitrary we get 3' ~< 5. 
Another equality will be useful. Let ~ be a filter on A and (O~),~A, 
i ~< k ~< n, be n-bounded sets of real numbers indexed by A. Then 
(3.2) l imsup (sup 0~) = sup (limsup 0~). 
:~ l~k~n 1,; k<n cb 
(3.2) is proved by a similar cofiaputation which we omit. 
We now turn to the definition: let ( c~)~ A be a bounded set of 
models: q) a filter on A :® = (0~)~<: 4 a bounded mapping from A to R + 
such that lira sup,~0 a = 1;the reduced product 9g = "b-O-Prod(Cr/~a)~ A 
is defined in the following manner: 
(a) c,~ is the set of mappings (aa)a~ A such daat % ~ I~,~1 and there 
is a real X such that {a:O,~N~'%(a~) .-~ X}6 ~.  
(b) For any constant symbol c* of L*, c '~ is (C~a)c~E A . 
(c) For any function symbol f *  3f L*; ira I .... , a n are elem_ents of 
Ict~t respectively given by (a,1)c,~A ~, n ..., ..... ta~)a~ A thenf~(a  1, a n) is 
defined by ( f f~(a  1, .... '~ t/a ~A )" 
(d) For any relatioa symbol R * of L*, R(a 1 , ..., a n) is defined by 
lira sup,~Oc~R~(a 1, ..., n aot). 
Using the fact that (q~a)a~A is bounded, we can check that flaese 
definitions make sense: for example we show that i fa 1, ..., ,a' are ele- 
ments of 1~37t I then O~,N~,(f'~,(a~, -"", .... umJ is bounded en a se+ B of ~ ; 
indeed, let B i E ~ such flaat, for any a of B i, O~N a(al~) -~ hi; let 
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B =fl i=lBi. As (c~a)a~ A is bounded, a formula of  the follow:ing type 
holds in each 9/ t~ 
Vx I ... Vx n (N(. f (x I . . . . .  xn) < M r(N(x 1 ) v ... v N(x,,) v 1 )); 
therefore O,~N%(f%(a~,  ..., an)) < M] sup 0q . . . . .  )'n, 1 ) for any a in B. 
Similarly one can check that O~R~r~(a~, ..., a n) is bounded on a set B' 
o f  ~.  
When 0~ = 1 for every ~, we write crg = c'D-Prod(gtI~),~A and we call 
9tt the homogeneous reduced product,  
I fA  is finite and ~ is the filter with one element A,  we call <~ a sup- 
product and we write c#/= 01 c~t I v ... v 0,z c~ n , 
If all the c~,~'s are the stone structure ~c~/  is a reduced power  o f  9t 
Proposition 3.4. ~-O-Prod( 9?/~)~ ,4 is a model  o f  U v (( ¢r~ )~ e ,4 ), 
(UV(e) is the set o f  universal closed formulas of12 v which hoht in all 
structures o f  e). 
Proof. Consider a given universal closed formula of  £v  ~0 
Vx I ... vx  n PiRi(Xl  ..... Xn) vX < V p}R}(x I ..... Xn) v X' . 
]=1 
Assume it holds in any c/~a. Pick e lementsa I ..... a n in 9?/= 
c/)-O-Prod(gff~),eA ; we have for any 
sup (~,, '~a 1 tlxx .~ ( ) ,  t),.R~'-~gal,~l P iR i  (a~, ..., aa) ) .~ sup  . . . .  an) ) .  x . - ,  e-!. "1 x~ot, 
1 <. /~ J l ,~ i~ l  
Therefore we get 
lira sub sup (X0~, P iOaR~(a~,  . . . ,a~)) 
'~ t<i<.I 
~< lira sup sup t(;k 0~, piOaRi a(a~ . . . . .  a,~)) 
1 <]<, 
by (3.2), using tl~e {act that lira super0 a = !, we get: 
sup (;L (Pi l imsup O¢,RTa(a~ ..... a~))) 
l< i< l  
< sup (),', (O} lira ,'~ - 1 .... a,~))), supO~R i a(aa, n 
l~]<J  ,l~ 
Finally this means: 
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sup  (X, p iRT(a  I, ..., a " ) )  < sup  (X ' ,p~R)  (a I ..... a " )  
l< i< l  l~]¢, J  
so that ~o holds in ¢//~. E 
If (q~)a~A is very nice (see Definition 2.3), we Yet c3-O-Prod( °t~a)a~ A 
denote the unique standard model c'#t' obtained from cg/ by 'Theorem 
2.7. We call 9~' the standard reduced product. As tbr the case of  ultra- 
products, we will frequently omit the word standard and tile bar-nota- 
tion. 
The following is a key technical lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. Let  C be a class o f  structures closed by sup-products and 
let 
l:~(x~ ..... x,,) <, a (x  1 .... , x,,). 1 ,< i < t, 
be qw.mtit~er f ee latt&'e ~tbrmulas z such that 
Yx I ... Vx n (G(~I,  "", x , )  > 0), 
i 
VXl - - 'VXn  ~/~IFi(xl,= . . . .  ,Xn)<G(X '  . . . . . . .  "n ) ) ,  
belong to U(e);  then, fi)r some i 0 in I, 
Vx I ... Vxn (F o (x l, ".', x , )  <~ G (x l, "., x,,)) 
belongs to Uv(C). 
Proof. Assume this is not true and, for all i, pick a structure °gt i in 
Fi~i(a~ ... .  , i G~(ai l ,  i .  and elements a~, ..., a,  such that an) > ..., an), ob- 
viously, there is an e > 0 such that, 
F;'i(a] . . . . .  ain) > Gmi(ai l ..... a$,) + e, for 1 < i <~ L 
Let ~ = inf t < i< t (G~i(a i l  . . . .  , aSz ) ,r e), 0 i = a/(G°ni(ai  1. . . .  , a~,) + e). Then 
SUPl<i<iO i = 1. Consider the sup product °t~ = 01 qtl 1 v ... v OiC)?ti; let 
a i be the sefluence (a{)l</< t, then a i is an element of I°trt I and 
Fi(a,,  . , . ,an)= sup O/t~TJ(a{, .... a~) > OiFTi(ail, .,.,a/n) 
1.4i<1 
> 0 i " G'~i(a~ . . . . .  a / )  + e = a .  
2 When we say that F < G is a quantifier-free lattice formula, it is implicitly stated th,~.t F as well 
as G is of the form 
OtRt V.,, VOnR n VX 
with 0 t .... , O, X ~ 0 and k 1 ..... k n atomic. 
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therefore 
(3.3) inf F~(a 1, ..., a n) > a. 
1~i< I 
On the other hand 
(3.4) G~( a 1,..., an ) = sup 
l~ i< l  
OiG~i(a~ .... , a~i) <~ a. 
From (3.3) and (3.4) it follows that: 
inf Fi~(ai, ..., a,,) > G'~(al ..... a,,) 
l~ i~ l  
this last inequality contradicts the formula 
I / \ 
which holds in ff/t by the hypothesis. []
Theorem 3.6. Let 9Z be a standard model o f  L, e a very nice class o f  
structures, in which relations take only positive vahtes. The Jbllow#lg 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 9t is a model o f  Uv(Q). 
(ii) 9t is a restriction o f  a reduced product o f  elements o f  C. 
(iii) c~ is a restriction ()]'an ultraproduct o f  sup-products o f  elements 
of C. 
Proof. (iii) ~ (ii) will follow from the fact that a reduced product of  re- 
duced products is itself a reduced product. 
Indeed, let c~ b~ C~ProdO-(cl~i)i~l and q/[i = Cl)i'O~'Prod(Cllfi)~A i 
We may assume that the A i are disjoint sets and thus we may omit the 
superscript i in 9/t / (where o~ is ranging over A = IJie I Al); if ~7 is the fil- 
ter on A define,,[ above and denoted Z( ~,  (~i) iEI) ,  and if ~ is defined 
by ~(a) = ®(tx~ Oi(a ) for ot inAi ,  it follows from (3.1) that 
5r-~-Prod( 91t~)~E,4 and q/t are similar; the canonical application ~k is 
defined in the following way: i fa is an element of the domain of 
5r'q>'Prod( q/t, ,)~A given by a mapping (aa)aE n , a~. is the element of  
i defined by (aa)~Ai  , and ~b(a) is the element of c~ defined by 
(ai)i~l. 
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(ii)-* ( i ) fol lows from Proposit ion,  .4. 
(i) --, (ii). We follow the same line of proof as in Theorem 3.2. 
It will be convenient to say that a set of quantifier free formulas 
(HAW .. . . .  x,,) >~ O: 1 < i < I)  
is satisfiable or realizable in a structure 9~. when there exist elements 
a ! . . . . .  a n in le,¢~ I such that H~(a I . . . . .  a n) > 0 for I ~< i ~< I. 
We let A be the set of finite sets of basic closed lattice formulas of 
J2iq~ ] which hold in ~,  The set A is ordered by inchision and if we let 
& = {/7:/3 D_a}, the family of sets d<~cA can be extended to an ultrafilter 
°it onA.  
For any element a in ,4, say a = {F I < kl ..... F n ~< Xn, G 1 1>/a 1..... Gp 
/ap } such that tile set of constants corresponding to elements of 1~ ] 
whicll appear in a is a I ..... a k ; we want to pick a sup-product of  ele- 
ments of e,  c /~ such that c/~.~ realizes the following set of formulas 
where e > 0 
Fi(x I ..... Xk) ~< (ki + c)(1 + ¢), l~ i~<n,  
¢;)(Xl . . . . . .  X'k) ~ (VS - e ) (1  -- e), 1 < j < p, , ~ 0. 
From now on we omit the indices j such that p /= 0 and we assume 
e < inf,j~0/a/. The above set of formulas is realized whenever the stronger 
formula 
Fi(xl . . . . . .  \'k ) Gj(xl . . . . .  xk)  
V vl - -e~A Al+e 
i X i+e i P / -e  
can be realized. Now, if this is not possible the t'om~ula 
VXl"'VXn (YP;'(XI~'i ..... +exk)'vl -~e~Aj Gj(Xl'""Xk)Ix]-e AI+¢) 
is true in all tile sup-products of elements of ~. 
Therefore, by Lemma 3£  either 
(a) there is a J0 such that 
. . . . .  C ,o¢ , - ,  . . . .  ... ~V ~v l  -e>~ ) (3.5) Vx l  Vxn X i + e P./o - e 
is true in a~l elements of C; this is not the case because it follows from 
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the definition of  a that 
(3.6) G~o(al .... , ak) ~ la]o > O, 
(3.7) F~(a l, ..., al:) < h i, 1 < i <<. n; 
but (3.6) and (3.7) contradict the validity of (3.5); or 
(b) the formula 
I F~(xl . . . .  ,x, , )  
is true in all models of e; similarly this is not the case. 
Finally for any a in A. we can actually pick a sup-product of  elements 
of e,  c~ and elements of lc'~c,I a I ..... aS such that 
with 0 < e' < l/(n + p) and e '< infu/,0(/a]). To do that we simply take 
the above e small enough. 
It remains to check that c~ is similar to a restriction of tI,~.A 97/,/od = c~ 
arguments are analogous to those used in the proof of Theorem 3.2. We 
define an application ¢ from IC~ I to IC~ I as follows: 
(~(a)) a is 0 ~t~ i fa does not appear in a. 
i (~(a)) a is as if a appears in ~ as a i. 
We then check that: 
(a) N~,((~o(a))~) is almost everywhere bounded with respect o ~.  
(b) ira is tin(a1 ..... ak) then ¢(a) is/'°~(~0(al ) ..... ~ak)).  
(c) ifR~t(al ..... a k) = 0 then R~(~al )  .... , ~a~))  = 0. 
We only indice*e how to show the last statement; by the hypotheses 0 
is positive; assume IR '~(~al) ,  .... ~o(ak)) - 01 # 0 a,~d let e' bc 
IR~t(~0(al),, , ¢(ak)) -- 01. Pick el  in A such that: 
(i) at least n formulas appcar in A : n > l/eL 
(ii) the formula,', R(al ,  ..., at)  <~ 0 
R(a l, . . . ,ak )~ O, are ina~. 
For any a in ~ 
R '~  (aal, ..., a~) ~ 0 + 1 In, 
R~'~(a  I . . . .  , a~) ;~ (0 - l /n )  ÷ 
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therefore tR%(a 1, .... a~) - 01 ~< t41 holds a|naost everywhere with re- 
spect to ~;  tiffs imply 
IR~(al, ..., a~.) - 01 ~< l /n< e'; 
this contradicts file definition of e'. [] 
The following corollary' will be useful. 
Corollary 3.7. Let ~b be a very nice set o.f universal closed jbrmulas o f  17 v, 
then the class o f  models o f  q~ is closed under sup-products and more gen- 
eralb, under red wed-products. 
4. Model theory for ~ v 
We now develop tile model theory of Z? v with purely model-theoretic 
techniques. The whole section is modified after similar arguments for~ o+ 
in [61, where convexity was needed. 
Very often in this section we will state our results for positive struc- 
tures, i.e., structures in which relations take only positive valves or for 
lu)sitive sets" o f  closed Jbrmulas, i.e., sets of tbrmulas whose models 
are positive. It ~s generally possible to get refined versions of our theo- 
rems by weakening these hypotheses but we don't need the refined ver- 
sions for ~he applicatiom we have in mh~d. 
4. I. Herbrand-like theorems 
Recall tile followiqg form of Herbrand's theorem: 
Theorem 4. i. Let T be a universal theory in a language L; assume ~o is a 
universal formula Vx I --. ¥xn A (x l ..... x n) inconsistent with T; then, 
t i<<.i<<.l, suchthat  there exist closed terms tit . . . . .  t n,  
I 
T~ W-1A(t ] ,  .... tin). El 
Remark. In the statement of Theorem 4.1, we have used the common 
model-theoretic terminology; W is a disjunction symbol and F- has the 
usual proof theoretic meaning. 
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We now describe some results related wilh this fl~eorem for special 
sets of formulas of ov 
Definition 4.2. Let • be a set of universal closed formulas of  ~?v: cb is 
simple if ah the formulas in ~ are simple; cb is basic if all the formulas 
in 4) are basic (i.e., simple or co-simple). 
Simple or co-simple formulas have been defined in Definition 1.5. 
Simple formulas are written 
Vx I ... Vx,(01R l v .,. vO~.R~ v~ #), 
co-simple formulas are written 
v :q  ... vx,,(oin  v ... vO'kR'k vX'  ta'), 
with 01, ..., 8~, 0] ..... O~z, X, # ~ 0 ;R  l, ..., R k, R 1 , ...,R k atomic. 
Before stating the results, we recall that Theorem 4.1 is also valid for 
many-sorted languages. 
Theorem 4.3. Let • be a set o f  universal closed formulas in o: q~ be a 
simple set o f  formulas in ~v; as::ume cb u ~ is bounded and has no real 
valued model; then, there exist c finite number of  Jbrmulas o f  q~ 
Yx l . . .xn(b~(x I ..... xn)~<bti), l< iE1 ;  
m l<k<n, l<~m<M,  such positive reals (Oi)l< i,~ t attd closed terms t k , 
that 
M I 
(4.1) OF- 1~< V V Fi(t~' ,  t 'n~- 
m=l i=1 
(4.2) I > suF Pila i 
l~ i< I  
(where cb ~- A means A is true in all re,:~ ",,alued models o f  ~ ). 
Roof .  First re~7!ace each formula ¥.x-~ ... xnF(x I ..... xn) <~ X in ~ by tile 
infinite set of formulas 
Vx t ... Yx,(F(x I .... , x , )  < X + e), e > 0. 
Thus one obtains ~i new set of formulas if": it is clear that ,i~ o qs' is also 
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bounded. By Theo~m 2.4 and the compactness theorem for classical 
logic, if ~b u ~ '  has no model, then there exist a finite set of formulas 
in qs' 
Yx I ... Yxn(F~(x 1, ..., xn)  <~ ts i + e i) 
such that ~ u {¥x 1 ... ¥-% (F i (x l ,  ..., xn)  <~ ta i + el) } has no adequate 
model. Let 9" be a universal set of general formulas in L, whose models 
are the adequate models (cf. Section 2.1); by Herbrand's theorem, we 
have 
! M 
u 7 t- W W (-l(F~,(tT', m , tn ) <<. Is i + ei)) 
t=1 m--1 
for some closed terms t] ~ ,1 ~< i <~ 1, 1 ~< m ~< M, in L. Here c~¢ is a dis- 






Fi( t ~' ..... t, m ) 
la i + e~ 
in all real-valued models of ~. If we let Pi = (l~i + ei) -] , the proof of 
the theorem is completed. El
Theorem 4.4. Let ib be a positive set o f  homogeneous universal closed 
]brmutas o f  £~v ~ a basic set o f  ]brmulas o f  J2; assume cb u @ is bounded 
and has no model;  then there exist simple formulas in 
Yx I ... Vx n (Fi(x 1 ..... x,,) <, Xi), I ~< i -.<. I; 
a singh, co-s#nph, f i)rmula in q: 
Yx I ... Yxn(G(x  t .... , Xn) ) /a ) ;  /a > O; 
closed terms (tn~k ), ! ~ k <~ n, 1 <~ m <~ M, and positive real numbers  
(Ot)l~i< t, such that 
M I 
(4.3) ~l -G( t  I .... ,t},)~< V V O iF i (~, . . . , t ' ,~)  
m=l i---t 
(4.4) At> sup Oi~ i, 
l~ i~ l  
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Proof. We follow exactly the .came method of  proof as for Theorem 4.3, 
and, thus, we apply Herbrand's .theorem and we get that in all real-valued 
models of  cb one of  the following formulas holds 
Fi(tnl ', ..., tm) ~ X i + ei, l < i < I, l < m <<. M,  
.... t in)< </  <M vj, l <s ,  l<m 
In the above formulas, (t~')  1 < k < n, 1 <~ m < M,  are closed terms 
and F i comes from the formula 
Yx 1 ... xn (F i (x  I . . . . .  x n ) -~ X i) 
of  ~I', similarly Gj comes from the formula 
Vx 1 . . .  VX n (Gi(x 1 , ..., x n) ~ !~ i )  
of • (we may assume/~i > 0 as a formula Vx I ... xnGi (x  ! . . . . .  x n) ~ 0 
holds in all models of  • and thus can be omitted from ~t,). 
In fact, in all models of  ~b, 
M 1 
V V 
t=1 ra=l  ~k i + 6 
(which we will denote by A ~ 1) or 
J M C j ( t?  .... 
A A ' <1 
/=! m=l /~/ 
(which will be denoted by B ~< 1 ). As • is homogeneous this implies 
, m ra J m Gi(t  I . . . .  , tn )  I m Fi(t~l .. . .  ,tmn) 
(4.5) ~I - -  A A < V V " , 
i=I m=l /a/ i=1 m=l Xi + ei 
otherwise, in some model 9?t of  ¢ the value of  the first member of the 
inequality B '~ would exceed the value of  the second member A°a. Pick 
a real a such *hat B '~ > e > A °a > 0; in the model o~ -1 c,~ = ~ obtained 
from crtt by changing the functions R~ into a - lR '~ for all relation sym- 
bois R * one would get 
A ~=~- lA~< 1, B~=a"tB~> 1. 
But, because l, is homogeneous, it is easy to see that a tbrmula of  
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which holds in c~t holds in t~ -~ 9i~ thus 9t is a model of  ~b, therefore 
e i therA '~ ~ 1 or B '~ < 1 ; contradiction. By Corollary 3.7 the class of  
models of  ~ is closed under sup-products; then, by Lemma 3.5 we get 
from (4.5) fl~at 
Gio(tTo ... . .  tmo) I m Fi(tr~, ..., ~ ) 
• 1 - - - -  <VV , 
rio i--I ,,,=l + ei 
Let 0 l = (X t + ei) -1./~J0' then 
I M 
ep ~- G]o(tnl,o, ..., ",,"n°', .~" V V OiFi(,~ ~' , .., t,~'), 
i=1 m=l 
V/o > sup ((X i + ei) --1/ajo- ~i). l~i<.  r 
This is just what we had to prove. [] 
4.Z Homomorph isms 
Let .e be obtained as usual from a first order language L*. 
Definit ion 4.5. A homomorph ism character 3~ in 27 is a set of  triples 
(e, F, F*)  such that: 
( i )  e = +- 1. 
(ii) F and F* are quantif ier tree expressions of  L with the same free 
variables x i ,  ..., x n. 
(iii) e = +l and Vx 1 ... x n (F(Xl, ..., Xn) <~ F*(Xl,  ..., xn)) is a lattice 
formula (i.e., is in £?v). 
(iii) e = -1  and Vx t ... xn(F* (x  I .... , Xn) <<. F(x 1 .... , xn))  is a lattice 
formula (i.e., is in £?v). 
(iv) if (.e, F(x I . . . .  , xn), F*(x I . . . . .  xn)) is in A, then 
(e, F( y 1, ..., Yn), F* (y  I . . . . .  Yn)) ts in A too for any variables y I .. . . .  Yn 
(not necessarily distinct). 
(v) There is some triple in h with e = +1 and F is N(x). 
A homomorphism character A is contractive if ( 1 ,D(x,  y) ,  D(x, y ) )  is 
in A. The homomorphism character & is positive if e is always + 1 (in that 
case A is in fact a set of  pairs (F, F*)). 
We now define the not ion of homomorphism connected with A. 
a Our notion of homomorphism character is somehow more involved than Krivine's [6]; this is 
becaute it is intended to be applied to sets of formulas iv oV (instead of .e+). 
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Definition 4.6. Let o4/,~ be two real-valued stnlctures for L; ~ a homo, 
morphism character. A A-homomorphism from cttf. to °K is a mapping 
~o:{q/t I ~ IcKI, such that, for any e lementsa l .  . .. a n in IOK I and any 
(e, F. F*) in Z~ with free variables x 1 .. . . .  x n , either 
e = + 1, F~(¢ al . . . . .  ~°an) <~ F*~(  al . . . . .  a . )  
or 
,qm 
e = - I, F (a I . . . . .  a,)) <~ F~(¢al  ...... ca n), 
The next theorem provides a necessary, and sufficient condit ion for 
the existence of positive h-homomorphisms.  
Theorem 4.7. Let  ¢b be a reD, nice positive set o f  universal axioms in 12 v, 
crtt be a real-valued model  for  some L' c_ L and A a positive homomor- 
phism character in o'; then. the fol lowing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) there is a standard model  ~ o f  d~ and a A-homomorphism 
~o : 9rl -~ 9t . 
(ii) c/~ satisfies all the Jbrmulas 
Yxl  ". Xn ~i F* (x  I . . . . .  x,,) ~ k . 
where (0i)1,~ i ~ t, ~, are postivc reals, (F,!, F,*) c ~ and 
I 
d~ p- Vx 1 ... Vxn V 1 0 i F i (x l ,  ..., x,,)3~ k. 
Remark. ( 1 ) The word axiom stands for closed formula. 
(2) L' c_ L means that L' comes from a subla):guage L*' of L*. 
Proof .  (i) - (i'" is clear from the definitiovs. 
(ii) - (i). Consider the language .t2[ ~ ] defined in Section 1.2. What 
we are looking for is a model of ~' where q,' includes tile formulas of 
and the formula F(a I . . . .  , a n) < F*'~(aj ..... a , )  for any (F. ~*) in A 
(notice that by the hypotheses F*'~(al , . . . ,  a~)~ 0). 
We claim that ~' is very nice; actually this follows from the fact that 
for any constant symbol a the formula N(a) ~< F*~(~) is in ~' as (N. F*) 
belongs to A for some F*. 
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If '.I,' has a model it has a sta~,.aard model. Assume that 4 '  has no 
model; then, by Theorem 4.3 there exist elements (Fi, F*)I< i~ 1 of A 
such that 
I 
(4 .6)  i1# t- 1 ~ V OiFi(a 1 . . . . .  an) 
i=1 
(4.7) 1 > sup (OiF* (a I ..... an)) 
l~ i< I  
where (Oi)l~ " t~ 1 are postive reals. 
As a 1 ..... a n are constants which do not appear in • it follows that 
t 
H ¥xl  ... V.v,~ V, 0 i l;].(x 1 ..... x n) >i 1. 
Hence, by hypothesis, ~7g ~atisfies 
f 
Vx I" .  Yxn V 10i F*(x 1,"' ,  x,,) ~ 1" 
this contradicts (4.7). E3 
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We now extend Theorem 4.7 to the case of general A-homomorphisms. 
However, we need an extra assumption on q~. 
Theorem 4.8. Let • be a veo' nice positive set o f  universal homogeneous 
axioms o f  £)v; ~ a real vahwd model for L' c_ L and A a homomorphism 
character Jbr Z~'; then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) there is a standard model ~ o f  o~ and a A-homomorphism ~o: crg -* 9t. 
(ii) q/[ satisfies all the formulas 
I 
Yx I ... Vx,,(XG*(x 1, ..., x n) < ~! OiF*(Xl ..... Xn)) 
where X, O, are positive reals, (+1, F i, F*)l,~ i¢ i are elements o f  A, 
(=o 1, G, G*) is an eh, ment o f  A antt 
r 
I- Vxl ... Vx,,(XG(xx ..... xn) < ~l OiF~(xl' ""' x,)).  
Proof.  (i) ~, (ii) is clear. 
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(ii) -~ (i). It is enough to find a model of  the following set of  formulas 
F(al,  ..., an) <<. F* (a l, ..., an), (+1, F, F*) E A, 
G*~(al  ..... an) < G(al,  ..., an), ( -  1, G, G*) ~ A; 
G*~(al ,  ..., an) > O. 
~' is very nice. If cb' has no standard model, then it has no model, hence. 
by Theorem 4.4, we get 
I 
(4.8) ~b k- G(a], ..., a,,) < Oi Fi(al . . . . .  an) 
,:rg 
(4.9) 0 :g G*'~(al ..... an) > sup (OiF ~ (a l, ..., an)) 
l<i<<.l 
where (Oi)l<i< l are positive reals (+1, Fi, Fff) ~ A as well as ( -  1, G, G*). 
From (4.8) we get: 
I 
¢b [-- Vx I ... Vx n G(.)h, . . . , xn)< V 10iF i (x I . . . . .  x,,) 
and together with the hypotheses, this contradicts (4.9). [] 
4. 3. Factorizations 
In what follows, c~.. is a standard stn~cture for L' ~ L, ~ is a very 
nice standard structure for L' c_ L and 0 is a maptfing from ~ to q~; 
A and lP are positive homomorphism characters for ~ ' ;  and F is contrac- 
ti.ve. Also relations in ~ take positive values, i.e., ~ is positive. 
Definition 4.9. l~:e say that 0 admits a-F-factorization through 7~ if :9 is 
a real-valued stnlcture for L such that there exist a uV-extension of  cg, 9{' and 
mappings ~0: 9?( -+ 9,  ~b :) ~ ~ '  and: 
(1) ~o is a A-homomorphism, 
(2) ~b is a P-homomorphism, 
(3) ~ o ~o = i o 0 where i is the canonical embedding from ~ into ~ ' .  
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Theorem 4.10. Let  ¢b be a positive very nice set o f  homogeneous axioms 
t~t" Z? v, then (i) and (ii) are equh'alent: 
(i) The mapp#~g 0 admits A-P-factorization through a s, sndard model  
o f  rb. 
(ii) For all al ,  ..., a, in lfflt I, c~ satisfies the ybrmula 
s I 
3y I ... 3yp (sV=l OsGsO'l ..... y,,). v l<Vi<- 8i/n(oai'Yi) 
I</~ p 
sup arF*'~(al ..... a,,)) + e~ , < ( 
l<r<R / 
where (Fr, F*) is in A, (G. G*) is in F, (Ps), 1 < s ~ S, (6q), 1 <~ i <<. n, 
1 ~< / < p, (o r), 1 < r <~ R, are positive reals, e > 0 and 
~I, t- Vx l ... Vx,  PsGs (t 1 ..... tp) v V 5ijD(xi, tj) 
1~ i~ n 
l<<.j<~ p 
R 
<~ r=lq o r Fr(X 1 .... , x,,)) 
fi)r terms t l ..... tp in L (depending on x I ..... x , ) .  
Proof. (i) -~ (ii). From the hypotheses it fol lows that given any set of  
e lementsa 1 .... , % in 19?tl there are elements b1, ..., b ,  in I~'1 such that 
sup ~i/D~'(Oai, b/)) suP(l~s<sSqP PsGs~'(bl ..... bp), l~ i~n 
l</ ( .p  
< sup a~ ~~(a  l, . . ,  a,). 
I<r~R 
(Take b~ = q~(t/(~oa I ..... ~oa,:)).) 
Let a = suP lc r~R o r I"r*~(al, ..., an); then 
s 
V osGs(Zl .... ,zp) v V ~i]D(Oai, z / )<~a+e 
s=l l~ i< n 
1</~ p 
is realizable in 9~ ; otherwise 
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,s ) 
w,  ... v~,, i v  , ,c,(~, . . . . .  =,,) v v,~,,~,:, n~o,, , . . . -~)~,, ,  + 
l~ /<p 
in ~ and therefore in 9~', which is a u V-extension of ~ .  Contradiction. 
(ii) -+ (i). As it has been already observtd, tile models :9 of 
d~' = ¢ to {F(a l ,  ..., a , , )<  F*~(al ,  ..., an.)), (F. F*) ~ A 
are exactly the models of  cb such that there exists a a-homomorphism 
from c/K to :9. Therefore, it is enough to find of model :9 of @' and a 
l-"-homomorphism from :9 to a uV-extension of c~, where P' is 
I" o {(D(Oa i, x), D(a i. x))}. (The extra part of  P' is added to ensure that 
¢o~0isio 0.) 
Now UV(~ ) is very nice and UV(e~ ) is positive. Therefore by Theo- 
rem 4.7, it is a necessary and sufficient conditi.~m for a model :9 of 4' 
to admit a P-homomorphism ~ from itself to a t,V-extension of  ~ with 
9o ~ = io 0 that, in addition, :9 satisfies 
Vy I ... Vyp PsGs*(yl . . . .  , ),p) v V 6iiD(a i. 3~)) > 
I~ i¢ n 
l¢ j~p 
where (Ps), 1 < s < S, (5i/), 1 < i < n, 1 ~< j ~< p, X are positive reals and 
S 
, ,  .... ) PsGs(.).l, yp) v V 5ijD(Oa i, })) ~ X UV(c~) I-- VY 1 ... YP\s=I 1¢ i4n  " 
l< i<p 
If no model of 4' satisfies these above mentioned forn'ulas, then we apply 
Theorem 4.4 and get expressions (Fr), 1 < r < R,  and a single fommla 
) Vy 1. . .  Vyp  PsGs*(yl, . .... Vp) v V ~qI)(a, ,y i) > x 
1~ i< n 
l<]<p 
sach that (s ! 
(4.10) UV(~)l  -¥v  l.,. Vyp V &C~(y 1 .... ,vp) v V 8#D(0a i . ) ) )> X , 
S=l 1~ i~; n 
(4.11)q~l- VorF, (a  1 .... ,an) )  &G*(q ..... to)v V ~#D(aut  i , 
r=l  " : 1{  i~  n ! 
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(4.12) sup orF*~(a , ,  . . . .an)< X, 
l ¢ , r~R 
where tI , .... t n are closed terms, o r positive reals. 
From (4.11 ), using the tact that constant symbols a do not appear in 
cI, we get 
(" 
(4 .13)  ~I, t-- Vx  1 .... Vx,,  V Fr  (x I . . . .  , x,,  ) 
psG*( t l(.x'l ..... x,,), ..., tp(x l , ...,x,,)) 
V ~JiiD(.\'i,t]))). 
l~j~p 
From (4.1 O) and (4.12) we get in 9t that, 
Vy l ... Yyp DsGs(yl  ..... yp)  v V 6i/D(Oai, y/)  
t~ i< n 
l<]~p 
( sup OrF*'e(al ..... an)) + 6) 
l<r<R 
for some positive -eal 6, but this contradicts the hypothesis applied to 
(4.13) and the elements a I ..... a n of 19/t I for e < 6. [] 
It turns out that the forn, ulas we found in Theorem 4.10, are not 
lattice formulas: nevertheless they are in some cases equivalent to lattice 
fornmlas. 
Definition 4. ! I. A positive structure 9t is lattice closed if, whenever tl~,e 
formula 
I 
V 0 iR i (x  I . . . . . .  ~',~) = O, 0 i ~ O, R i atomic, 
i=1 
of ~[c l  ] is satisfiable in a uV-extension of 9t, it~is satisfiable in ~X itself. 
Proposition 4.12. Assume 9t is lattice closed, then the ]bl lowing condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(i) For any e > 0 the statement "for all a 1 .... , a n in IC'tlt I, 9t satisfies 
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the formula 
$ 
~Yl "'" BYp( Vs= 1PsGs(Yl . . . . .  yp) v 1,Vi~ n ~i/D(Oai'3~) 
1<1< p 
( sup o r Fr*~(al .... , an)) + e~ < 
1< r< R 1 
is true. 
(ii) For any e > 0 the statement "for all a I , .... z n in ~ 9~ t,eg 
the formula 
3y 1 ... 3yp V PsGs(Yl . . . . .  vp) v V 5~iD(Oai, v¢), 
~s=l  " l<  i~  n " J 
l<]<p 




Proof. Leta  1 . . . .  , a n be given elements of  tT~; let 
= supl~ r< R °r F*~n(al, ".', an); let H(y  t, ..., yp) be the expression 
S 
V Gs(y 1, ..., yp) W 
s=l 
V D(Oa,, y/). 
1<i~;  
l,¢j<p 
(1) Ifc~ ~ 0 it is clearly equivalent to find elements b~ .. . .  , bp in Iq~l 
which satisfy 
H~( bl, ..., bp) < ~ + e 
or  
H~(bl ..... bp) ~ a( I  + e'), for e' = ea -l 
(2) I ra  = (.., it is enough to show that if for any e > 0 we can find 
elements b I . . . . .  bp such thatH  (b l, .... bp) < e, then we can find ele- 
ments h i ,  ..., bp with H~(bl, ,.., bp) = 0. For anY integer n pick elements 
b~, ,.., bg such that 
bg) 1/n. 
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Let qt be an ultrafiiter on N which does not contain any finite subset 
of N; let ~ '  = 9trq/~. l fb  I ..... bp are the elements of the ultrapower 
respectively given by ( l)~z~rl, then t[n'(bl, bp) 0 but 9t' is a 
uV-extension of ~ so that the formula H(y 1 . . . . .  yp) <<. 0 is actually satis 
fiable in cg. [] 
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Part II. The model theory of Banach spaces 
5. The expressive power of ~o 
Although very sh-nple logical operations such as the formation of ~le- 
gations cannot be performed in £?, ~ is quite a powerful anguage, 
5.1. The language o f  normed spaces 
5.1.1. Deyinitions 
We let L* be a first order language with a unary relation symbol N*, 
a binary relation symbol D*, a binary function symbol +*, unary func- 
tion symbols X*- ~. ~ R, which will also be written h* and a constant 
symbol 0". L is the real-valued language which comes from L* as indi- 
cated in Section 1.1. We call L the language of normed spaces. In [61 
Krivine gave a set of  formulas of ~+ whose standard models are the 
Banach spaces; we ha~,e also: 
Proposition 5. I. There is a very nice set o f  universal closed formulas o f  
~?v whose real-vahted models are the semi-normed real ~'ector spaces and 
whose standard modles are the real Banach spaces. 
Remark. (1) Implicit in Proposition 5.1 is the fact that if 9f is a model 
for L, N "~ is the semi-norm, D ~ the distance N~(x .~ y), fin, +~n (h.)c~ 
the zero vector, the usual addition and the multiplication by a real X. 
(2) The reader has probably noticed that the sign ;~(.), which could 
already be u ;ed as a real number, as a symbol for the multiplication by 
~,, as a formal symbol for a function of outer type can now be used also 
as a formal symbol for a function of inner type. Nevertheless we won',t 
try to make any distinction as confusion can be easily .avoided in each 
particular,case. 
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Proof. The set ~0 which consists of  tile formulas: 
Yx(N(x) < D(x, 0)), 
Vx(D(x, 0) < N(x)), 
Vx(D(x, x) < 0), 
vx Vy(D(x, v) > 0), 
Vx Vy(D(x, y) < D( v, x)), 
VxVy(D(Nx, Xy).~ I,'klD(x,y)), Xe R, 
VxVy(D(Xx,  Xy)~ IXlD(x,y)), Xe R, 
Vx wy Vz(D(x + (y  + z), (x + y) + z) < 0), 
vx(D(x + O, x) < 0), 
Vx(D(x + ( -  1 )x) < 0), 
Vx V3'(D(x +y, y +x)~< 0), 
Yx Vy(D(}%-c + y). X.\" + Xy) < 0), 
Vx Vy(D((X + p)x, Xx + lax) < 0), 
Vx(D(l • x, x) ~< 0), 
Vx Vy Vz(D(x,y) < D(x ÷ z, y + z)), 
Vx Vy Vz(D(x. y) ~ D(x + z, y + z)), 
Vx '~ y(N(x + y) <~ N(x)/O v N(y ) / l  - 0), 
X~R,  
X,#~ R, 
0< 0< 1, 
89 
is a natural candidate tk)r @. 
The models of ~0 are actually the semi-normed vector spaces; the only 
point which is not obvious is the fact that the last line expresses the tri- 
angle inequality; this foiiows from the equality 
(o sup - = ~ + 0<o<1 ' 1 0 
where a and ~ are positive real numbers. Nevertheless, it is not clear that 
@o is very nice; so we will add to ¢b 0 the formulas: 
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Yx(N(x + y)  ~< 2(N(x) v N(y))) ,  
Vx(N(ax) < I h I N(x)), 
N(O) = O, 
Vx Vy(D(x, y) <~ 2(N(x) v N(y))),  
Yx Vy Yx' Vy'(D(x, y)  - D(x', y')  < 2(D(x, x') v D( y, y')) ), 
this formula acttmlly being replaced by the set 
VxV.vYx'Vy'((D(x, y) <~ D(x', y')[O) 
v2(D(x,x') v (D(y.y'))/(l -0 ) ) ,  0< 0 < !, 
Vx Vy Vx' Vy'(D(x + ),, x '+  y')  ~< 2(D(x, x') v D(r.  3,')), 
Vx Yx'(D(Xx, Xx') ~< tX l D(x-, x')), 
which bold in any semi-normed space; thus we obtain a very nice set of 
formulas ~. 
Concerning the statement about standard models, it is enough to ob- 
serve that if ~ is a real-valued model of  ~, 9Z is standard if and only if 
the semi-norm is actually a norm and or/ is complete, i.e., if and only if 
9Z is a Banach space. [] 
The Banach spaces also provide examples of  lattice-closed structures. 
Lemma 5.2. Any Banaeh space istattiee closed. 
Proof. Recall Definition 4.11; assume that V~ 10iRi(X'l, . . , ,  x n )  = O, 
0 i >I O, is satisfiable in an extension of a given Banach space E; if 
Ri(x  1 .... xn ) isN(Z~__.l i . , 3,~ x/),  it means exactly the system of  linear equa- 
tions , i Z/_- l ~) x /= 0, 1 < i < I, has a solution in some extension therefore 
it has a solution in E. 
5.1.2. Banach spaces which contahz abnost isometric opies o f  a finite 
dimensic ,~l space. 
Proposition 5°3. Let A be a finite dimensional space o f  dimension . For 
any e > 0, there is a quantifier free-formula F~(x 1 .... , x n) ;~ 0 o f  the lan- 
guage o f  normed spaces uch that: 
(1) ifF~(xl, ..., xn) :~ 0 is realizable in a givei~ Banach space E, then E 
contains afinite dimensional subspace 1 + e-isomorphic to A. 
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(2) there exist strictly positive real numbers e', 0 such that (f  E has a 
subspace 1 + e -t. .omorphw to A then Fe(.vl, x n) >: 0 is realizable b~ E. 
Proof. Let 8 be a positive real which witl be fixed further on; let a 1 ..... a n 
be an algebraic basis of  A ; we may assume IIai tt = 1. Let S be the unit 
sphere o f  A ; it is compact,  so we may pick a set of  vectors (yk), 1 < k ~< K, 
such that for any x in SII x -- yk I1 ~< 8 tbr some k. We assume that 
a I . . . . .  a n appear in the sequence yk. We let yk = ~~1 a~a/. 
We consider the expression 
F(x  I ... . .  x , , )=  - V A N[  a ,x .~-  +8.  
k°l  fd Ix-'=l 
F(x l .... , x,z) is positive i f  each of  the formulas 1 - 8 < N(~,~z=l a~x/).<. 1 + 8 
holds. 
Assume F(x I .... , x n) >i 0 is realizable in E; let qo(a 1 ) ..... ~0(a,)) realize 
this formula. 
Define ~(~n= I Xiai) to  be ~'~ ".'i=l kig(ai). We claim ~o is a (l + e)-isomor- 
phism from A onto ~0(A), provided 8 is small enough. 
Notice that any two norms on A are equivalent so that there exists a 
5-~n real number  M such that "-'i=1 ]Pil <~ II ~1P i  ail[" M. 
Now, let3, = ~,in-_lXiai be an element of  A of  norm 1. For some k, 
I1Y - yk II ~< 8 so that 
tl 




llq0(Y) - ~o(yk)ll • ~ IX i -  akl II~p(ai)ll < MS(1 + 8) 
i=1 
from 1 - 5 ~< II~Y/¢)II < 1 + 8 it fol lows that 
1 - 8 -MS( I  +8)< II~P(Y)ti < 1 +8 +MS(1 +8)  
now, if we drop the assumption II y II = I we get 
(1 - 8 -MS( I  + 8)) Ityll ~< Ilqo(y)ll ~<(1 + 8 +MS(1 + 8))tlyll 
so that 
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1191111~o-111 < 
1 +8+M5( I  +6)  
1 - 6 - M6(1  + ~)  
i f  we choose ~ so that (1 + ~ * M~i(1 + ~) ) / (  1 - 6 - M 8( 1 + ~))  < 1 + e, 
then ~o is a 1 + e-isomorphism. 
Conversely, assume there is a 1 + E'-isomorphism ~o from A into E; let 
bl, .... b n be 9(a l )  . . . . .  9(an); we have 
II Xakb/l l  < 114o1111 ~,~i l l  = [l~011 < I + e', 
! 
Let 0 = 6/2; e: be such that e '< ~5/2, (1 + e') -1 ~ 1 - 5/2. Then the 
formula F(x I . . . .  , x n) ;~ +0 is true for b I . . . . .  b n. [] 
Corollary 5.4. Let  A be a f inite dime~:sional space. There is a set dp o f  e~- 
istential closed formulas of_O. such that i rE  is a Banach space, E is a 
model o f  ~b if  and only i f  for  any e > O, E contains a space 1 + e-isomor- 
phic to A. 
Proof .  cI, is the set of  formulas {3x t ... 3x n t%(xl, .... x , )  ~ O: e > O} 
where F,(x 1 .. . .  , x n) is given by Proposit ion 5.3. [] 
A proof  identical to that of  Proposit ion 5.3 yields the fol lowing re- 
sult: 
Proposit ion 5.5. Let  A be a f inite dimensional SlUZce o f  dimension + k: 
B a subs~ace o f  A o f  dimension k ; fo rany  e > O. there is a quantif ier 
free formula of£?[B l ,  F~(x I . . . .  , x n, b I ..... bk)~ Osuch that i rE  isa 
Banach ~,~ace and ~o is an isometry f rom B onto a subspace orE:  
(1) i f  Fe(x 1 .. . . .  x n, b I . . . .  , bt.) ~ 0 is realizable #l E (with b~ interpreted 
by ~o(bi)), then ~o can be extended m a I + e-isomorphism from A onto e 
subspace o f  E. 
(2) there exist rea" numbers e '> O, 0 > Osuch that i f  tp can be ex- 
tended to a 1 + e'-isomorphism from A onto a subspace orE,  then 
F~(x I , ..., x n, b 1 , ..., bk) ~ 0 is realizable in E. [3 
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5.1.3. b2tersection properties o f  cells. Intersection properties of cells 
have been used by various authors to study normed spaces. 
As an example we state below the n, k-intersection property introduced 
by Lindenstrauss [ 7 ]. 
Definition 5.6. A normed space X has the p~, k-intersection property if 
for every collection of n cells in X such that any k of them have a non- 
void intersection there is a point common to the n-cells. 
Recall that a cell B(x i. r i) is the set of y's such that II xi - y It < ri. We 
let X be a given normed space; X is a real valued structure for L (where 
L is the language of normed spaces). 
Proposition 5.7. For t~xed n, k, thelz, is a set o f  lattice formulas fi such 
that a normed space X is a model  o f  fi i f  and only i f  it has the n, k-inter- 
section property. 
Proof. Let o vary over the set S of all subsets of (1,2, ..., n) with exactly 
k elements; let x l, .... x , ;  (Yo)~ s be distinct variables; we con~der the 
following set of formulas 
for ~ 1 ..... ¢x,~ > 0. 
We claim that fi is the set of formulas we look for. 
Assume first X is a model of fir. Let B(a i, ai) be n given cells such that 
any k of them intersect; for each o pick en element bo in Ni~oB(ai, a/); 
then supi~otla i - boll/a i ~< 1, therefore as X is a model of fi there is an 
element c such that 
n 
sup ! la i - c l l<  1, i .e . , c~NB(a i ,a i ) .  
i=1 ..... n 0~i i=1 
Conversely, let a 1 ..... a n , (bo)o~ s be given in a space with the n, k-inter- 
sectior property together with reals a l ..... an > 0; let 
II ai ~ b o I1 
M = sup 
i ce  ¢~i 
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By the intersection property there is an element c common to the cells 
;~(ai, a iM)  therefore 
sup I I c -a  ill~<M. 
i=l ..... n Oti 
5.2. Abstract M-_~paces 
We now give a very important examr~le of a class of Banach lattices 
characterized by a set of formulas in some ov and use this characteriza- 
tion to show that this class is closed under educed products; they are 
the so-called abstract M-spaces originally defined by Kakutani [41. We 
also refine: this example by considering M-spaces with a multiplication 
operator. 
5.2.1. Abstract M-spaces. Throughout this section we consider a lan- 
guage L*, which has one unary relation symbol N*, one binary relation 
symbol D*, two binary function symbols +*, v* and for every X ~ R, a 
unary fimction symbol ?,(-)*; also L* has a constant symbol 0". 
The language L which comes from L* in the usual way will be called 
the language ofnormed lattices. We will also use the following symbols: 
X ^ y  tor --((--x) v (--y)); x ÷ forx v O: x- for (-x)*: Ixl forx + +x- .  
Lemma 5.8. There is a set xI, o f  universal sentences o f  22 v whose stan- 
dard models are the Banach lattices. 
Proof. Any formula of the language of nor,ned spaces can be viewed as 
a formula of the language of normed lattices. Therefore we may con- 
sider the set of formulas ~ defined in the proof of Proposition 5.1 and 
whose standard models are the Banach spaces, xt, consists of the formulas 
Vx(D(x ^  x, x) < 0), 
Vx Vy(D(x ^  y, y ^ x) < 0), 
Vx Vy Vz(D(x ^  (y  ^  z), (x ^  y)  ^  z) <. 0), 
Vx Vy Vz(D(x + z a y + z, (x A y)  + z).< O), 
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YxYy(D(X(x^y) ,XxAXy)<O) ,  ,~R* ,  
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Vx (N( Ix l )  - N(x)) ,  
Vx Yy (N(a + + y+) i> N(x+)), 
as well as the formulas of  cl,. (The last two line:; man that whenever 
lx l < IYl then I1 x 11 < 11 y It; this property is generally included in the de- 
finition of  a Banach lattice (see [ ! 0, l)efinition II. 1.1 ].) 
Definit ion 5,9. An abstract M-space is a Banach lattice such that for any 
pair of  positive elements x, y 11 x v y I1 = Ii x II v II y II. 
It fol lows from this definit ion that in any abstract M-space, for any 
pair of  elements, 11 x v y tl ~< II x II v It Y fl (as I1 x v y I1 ~< Ii tx I v 13" I II ~< 
It x 11 v 11Y 11). 
Theorem 5.10. There is a veo, nice set of  formulas of  12 v whose stan¢ard 
models are the abstract M-spaces. 
Corollary 5.1 I. The class of  abstract M-spaces is closed under reduced 
products. 
Proof  of  the theorem. Add the axiom: 
Vx Vy (N(x v y ~ < N(x)  v N(y ) )  
to those given in the proof  of Lemma 5.8. 
The standard models of the set of  formulas we get are clezrly the ab- 
stract M-spaces. It is not diff icult to check that the set of  formulas is 
bounded.  To ensure that the set of  axioms is actually very nice it is 
enough to add the fornlula, 
Vx Yy Vx' Vy' (D(x v y, x' ^  y') <~ D(x, x') v D( y, y') ), 
which is a consequence of  the axioms. [] 
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The reader who has doubts about the validity of some of the above 
formulas will be convinced by the functional representation for abstract 
M-spaces due to Kakutani [4] .  
Theorem 5.12. A Banac!~ lattice E is an abstract M-space if and only (f 
a 
there exist a compact K, elements xa, x a, a ~ A o f  K and reals ~ ~ 0, 
such that E is order-isometric to the subspace o f  C(K) de.fined by 
f ~ X ~+ f(x'a) = Xc, f(x,x). 
Corollary 5.13. A Banach lattice E is an abstract M-space (f l i t  is a dosed 
~tblattice o f  a C(K)-space. 
5. 2. 2. Multiplication operators in abstract M-spaces. 
Definition 5.14. Let E be an abstract M-space; an operator T: E--- E is a 
multiplication operator if it satisfies I T(x)l ~< Ixl for all x in E. 
We now enlarge tile language L* by adding a new unary function sym- 
bol P*. We call this new language L*(P) and define L(P), £? (PL £? v(p) as 
usual. 
Theorem 5.15. There is a veo' nice set of  axioms #~ ~Ov(P), whose stan- 
dard models are the abstract M-spaces endowed with a multiplication 
operator. 
ProoL Add the formulas 
Vx Vv (N(P(x + y) - Px - Py) ~ 0), 
vx (N P(~,x) - ;~Px) < 0), ;~ ~ R, 
Vx (D(IPxl ^  ]xl, IPxl) < 0), 
to the set of axioms described in the proof of tile Tlleorem 5.10. To en- 
sure that tile resulting set of formulas is very nice it is enough to add the 
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tbllowing consequences: 
Vx Vy (D(Px,  P)') < D(.~v)) ,  
Vx (N(Px) < N(x)). [] 
9; 
We now give a functional representation f multiplication operators. 
Theorem 5.16. Let E be a Banach lattice, Tan operator on E; then E is an 
abstract M-space and T is a mtdttplieatkgn operator on E if ,,nd only i f  
there exist a compact space S, elements xa, .x=: c~ ~ A o f  S, reals Xa >>- 0 
and a cont#mous function g on S with 11 glt ~< I such that: 
(1) there is an or&,r-isometrv ~o from E onto the subspaee Y o f  C(S) 
defined by 
.t'~ Y ** . f (xD = ~¢'(x~); 
(2) for any element u of  E, i f  f=  so(u), then so(Tu) = g " f. 
Proof.  I f  E is an abstract M-space, we may assume E is the subspace Y
of elements of some space C(K) defined by f~ Y if and only if 
l'(x~) = X,~,f(x:0 ; X~ ~ 0, cx ~ A 0. Let ~ be the set of elements x in K 
such that f(x) = 0 for any .t" in E, K - ~ is a locally compact space; if we 
let A be the set of indexes a such that x~ $ ~,  then E is order isometric 
- ' ~ ~ =X~j (x ,D ;  to tl~e subspace Y0 of L))(K ~)  defined by ¢~ Yo f(x~,) ~ ' 
a c A. We now define go by 
T/'(x) 
go(X)- ~ , 
go(x) is defined provided f(x) 4= 0 and is independent of f ;  indeed let 
f. f '  be such that f(x) 4= 0 and f ' (x)  4= 0 let h =f(x) / f ' (x)  . f ' ;  from 
{Th - T]'I < th - f l  it fellows that 
I f (x )  Tf(x)l  < f (  ) I , x - = 0 
so that 
Tf'(X) = Tf(x) .  
f ' (x) f (x)  ' 
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it is clear that g is continuous and that llgli < 1. To conclude the proof. 
we let S be the Stcme-~ech compactification f K - 12. E is order iso- 
metric to the subspace Y of C(S)defined by: 
f~Y~ f(xa)=?~af(xa), uEA 
f (x)  = 0, x E S - (K - 12); 
i fg is the unique extension o fg  0 to S and f is the unique extension of 
the function f of Y0 to S, then 
 7=g.Ln 
6. Ultraproducts of Banach spaces 
In this section, we study ultraproducts, u-extensions and reduced 
products of  Banach spaces. Ultraproducts of Banach spaces have been 
used for some time [2]; we feel the notion of  u-extension can be useful 
too. Although we have been led to the results presented below by the 
logical preliminaries, a large part of this section is written in the usual 
mathematical l nguage. In order to do so, we have been obliged to du- 
plicate some definitions already given and some arguments already used. 
We still indicate how to use t~chniques of Sections 1 to 3 in order to 
get alternative proofs. 
6.1. u-extensions ofBanach spaces 
We first recall the definition of  an ultraproduct of I3anach spaces (this 
is a particular case of the definition given in Section 3o 1 ). Let (E , , )~ A 
be a set of Banach spaces; let 110 the semi-normed space 
~;:~ = {(x~)~ x :x,~ ~_ E~ and tbr some k ~ 0, {a :11 x~ It ~< X} ~ °d } 
II 0 is endowed with the semi-norm l[ (x~),~,4 I1 = lim~llx= tl. The set N of  
elements of  II 0 with semi-norm 0 is a subspace of 110 .
Definition 6.1 [21. The uitraproduct H~ A E~'Cg of the spaces (E,~)ae.4 
is the quotient Ho/N. 
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When all the Banach spaces (Ea),~A are identical we use the word 
ultrapower instead of ultraproduct. E A/°d denotes the ultrapower 
I~  A E/°d. The cano,~ical embedding from E into EA/ql i~ the mapping 
which associates to a given element x of E the element of E'4/cll repre- 
~nted by the constant kmction equal to x. 
Remark. If E is finite dhnensional, EA/Ctt is isometric to E (because the 
unit cell of  E is compact). In the proof we will always assume implicitly 
that we are dealing with infinite-dimensional spaces. The case of finite 
dimensional spaces wili be omitted.. 
Lemma 6.2: I I~AE,~/ql is a Banach space. 
Proof. It is enough to show that any Cauchy sequence in Ha~ A E¢~/~ 
has a convergent subsequence. But any Cauchy seque --~ has a subse- 
quence (Xn)n~ N such that iixn÷ l - x,zll ~< 2 -n. So it ~s enough to prove 
that any sequence with this property has a limit. Ry induction, we may 
f X- n -~ define an element ~. ,J,~.4 in the equivalence ctass ofx  n such that for 
anya l l  .a -x~I i< '~ l -n ;  .. . xn÷ z . at the induction steo we let ( v,~)~e A be a 
given element in the equivalence class of xk+ 1 and we let 
.k -~l-k}; X = {~: tlyc, - .x~ll < .- X~q/ ;  
we define 
k÷l [Y~ i f c~X,  
xa t 0 if a $ X. 
"" is a Cauchy sequence; let z~ denote its limit" we have Now . x  
II z~ - .~-~ II ~< ~ 2 -  i = 2 ~- . .  
i=n- i  
therefore (z¢,)c,~. 4 is the limit of the sequence x n. El 
In view of Theorem 3.3 a u-extension of  a given space E is essentially 
any subspace of an ultrapower of E, which contains E. Therefore, it is 
consistent with the previous notions to give the following definition. 
Definition 6.3. Let E'  be a Banach space which contains a given Banach 
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space E as a subspace; E'  is a u-extension of E if there exists an ultra- 
power of E, Et/ql and a mapping ~o: E'-~ Et]°d such that: 
(a) tp is an isometry from E'  into ES/ql ; 
(b) ~o rE is the canonical embedding from E into EI/ql. 
We now relate ultraproducts and u-extensions with a notion common- 
iy used in Banach space theory, namely the notion offinite-representa- 
bility. 
Definition 6.4. Let e be a class of Banach spaces; a Banach space E is 
finitely representable in e if for any finite dimensional subspace A of  E 
and any e > 0 there is a space F in e and a subspace B of F 1 + e-iso- 
morphic to A. 
If e = {F}, we say E is finitely representable in F. 
Definition 6.5. Let e be a class of Banach spaces which admit a given 
space E 0 as a subspace; E is Eo-finitely representable in e if for any 
finite dimensional subspace A of  E and any e > 0, there is a Banach 
space F of  e and an application ¢: A -* F such that: 
(i) ~oI'E 0 n A is the identity; 
(ii) ~ is a 1 + e-isomorphism from A onto ~¢(A ). 
With these definitions, Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 give the following. 
Theorem 6.6. Let e be a class of  Banach spaces: tile y bllowing are equi- 
valent: 
(i) E is finitely representable in e. 
(ii) E is a subspace of an ultraproduct of elements of  ~. 
Theorem 5.7. Let E, F be Banach spaces E c_ F; the following are equi- 
valen t: 
(i) F is E-finitely representable in E. 
(ii) F is a u-extension of  E. 
We will give a proof of Theorem 6.6 using the logical preliminaries 
and a direct proof of Theorem 6.7 in the usual mathematical language. 
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Proof of Theorem 6.6. (ii) ~ (i). It is clearly enough to prove that any 
ultraproduct of elements of e is finitely representable in e; so let E be 
I I~ :1E j~ with E~ ~ e :  i fB is a finite dimensional subspace of  E and 
e > 0, then, by Proposition 5.3, there is a quantifier free formula 
F(x  l ..... x n) ;~ 0 of the language of normed spaces uch that: 
(1) i fF(x  I ..... x n) ~ 0 is realizable in some space G then G contains 
a space 1 + e-isomorphic to B. 
(2) F(x~ . . . .  , x~:) ~ 0 is realizable in 8 (and therefore in G) for some 
0 > 0. But Theorem 3.2 0ii) ass,'rts precisely that if (2) holds, then for 
any 6 > 0, F(x  1, ..., x n) .~ 0 - 6 is realiza,qe in some element of  e. If 
we let 0 = 6 the desired result follows. 
(i) --* (!.~), We assume E is finitely representable in e; in view of Theo- 
~m 3.2 it suffices to show that tbr any quantifier-free formula 
F(x  t, ..., xn~ satisfiable in E and any. 6 > O, the formula F(x l ,  ..., ~n,~"  >>" -6  
is satisfiable in some element of e: this is a direct consequence of the 
next claim. 
Claim: i fF(x I ..... x n) is an expression and a~ ..... a n are elements of  
a finite dimens:,-.~.aal space B then, for any 8 > 0, there exists e > 0 such 
that if ¢ is a 1 + e-isomorphisr,~ from B onto C then 
IFC(~P(al ) . . . . .  ~O(an)) - FB(a l  ..... an)l ~< 8. 
"[he claim is easily proved by induction on the lengfl~ ofF.  r_q 
Proof of Theorem 6.7. (i) ~ (ii). Let s~ be the set of finite ~: ~mensional 
subspaces of F, ordered by inclusion. For any A in s~, let ~,~ = {B :B 3_ A}. 
Extend the family AA~.~ a'to an ultrafilter ~7). For aay A, r,i, ~ a finite di- 
mensional subspace of E, E A together with an application ~A sl:ch that 
q04 is a 1 + e-isomorphism from A ortto EA,  which is the identity on 
A n E, we assume ~< (dimA) -1. We claim there exist isomet,'ic embed- 
dings ~b, j such that the following diagram commutes: 
Lc_t  ...... H EA/O 
wher~ i is the canonical embedding. 
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To embed F it:to IIAaeE A/,3, we define 
 0(x) = ( oA (x))A 
where ~PA (x) is 0 i fx  ~ A ; i fx  is an elerr.ent ofF ,  then ifA is any finite 
dimensional space with dim?_ t> n and x ~ A we get 
(1 + 1) - I  Ilxll < II ~oB(x)tl ~ < (1 + l) l lxl l  
for any B in ~ which proves ti ~k(x)l! = l lxtl. 
/ comes  from the inclusions/A:EA C E by letting ]((x,t )A~,~) -- 
( ia (xA) )~4~.  Now i fx  ~ E, then ~o.,t (x) is almost everywhere x, G(ff(x)) 
is almost everywhere x, therefore ] -.if(x) = i (x ) .  
(ii) ~ (i). Clearly, it is enough to prove that any ultrapower of E is 
E-finitely representable in E. Let B be a finite dimensional subspace of 
EA/~;  let bl, ..., b k be an algebraic basis of E n B; b 1 .... , bk, cl ..... Gz 
a basis of  B. We may assume Ifb/ll = II c)ll = 1. Let M be a positive number 
such that for any reals (~i)l<i< x, (bt/)~¢/~<n 
k n k n 
Let 6 be a strictly positive real number such that 
1+6+M6(1+6)  ~< l+e:  
1 - 6 -MS(1  + 6) 
the unit sphere S of  B is compact so we may pick a 6-dense sequence 
Y l  . . . .  , YN in S; we may assume that b 1 . . . . .  bk;  c 1 . . . . .  c n appear in the 
sequence (Ys)l<s<N and let 
k n 
vs + Z;  Jc/. "= i--t 
We look for elements x l, .., x n of E such that 
(6.1) 1 -6< ~bt+ ~x j  ~1 +6:  I~s<~N.  
Assume that we have found these elements we then define ~: B ~ E by 
.t, S~ert* / Banach sl~c," theory 
]=l i--l "= 
Let . . . .  !, = vki=iXib i + vn.~i=l~,j,l ...... be an element of S; pick 3"s such that 
tlY - Ysl! ~< ~5; flaen 
l lq~(y)-o¢(v~/ -,,<( IX / -N l+~.~l#¢- -~ i  (1+8)  
hi l ly  -~. v~tl (1 + 8)< M/i(1 + 8) 
that 
l l~ Ys){l - M8(1 + 8) ~ It~P(Y)It ~ II ~O(Ys)ll +M8( I  + 8) 
but !-- 8 ~ t1~ vs)ll ~< 1+/5 so that: 
1-  8 - MS( l+  8)~< II~o(y)ll ~< 1+ 8 +318(1+ 8). 
This proves that for any y (without the assumption I1 y II = 1) 
(1--- 8 - MS( l+ 8))113'11 <~ II~0(y)ll ~< (1+ 8 +MS( I+ 8))llylt. 
As 
I+8+M8(1+8)  ~< 
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The following proposition is also of interest: 
Proposition 6.8. For any ~-extension E'  o f  E, there is a linear applica- 
tion 7r: E'  -~ E** $zlch that tl~rll = I a~2d 
rt r E is the identity. 
we get that ¢ is a i + e-isomorphism. 
It remains to prove that x l, ..., x n actually exist in E; assume c1, ..., c n 
are respectively given by (ca 1)4 ~ A -.- (e~)a ~ A" then 
k n k n 
lira II ~ t  i--t ~iibi +/~1 '~ c~ I "  = tl~i__l ~ibi + j~l'= "~lTCjll 
therefore inequalities (6.1) are realized ahnost everywhere by (c~ 1 .... , 
cD.n 
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Proof. It is enough to prove the result for ultrapowers, o let E '  = El/Q!; 
for any element x ofES/°d ,~y x = (xi)/a t, one can define a linear func- 
tional £ on E* by: 
.~¢ ( f )  = lim~f(xi); 
it is easily seen that the application 7r: x ~ ~" satisfies the conditions of  
the theorem. [] 
Corollary 6.9. I rE  is a dual space and E'  is a u-~rtension o/E ,  there is a 
projection of norm 1 from E' onto E. 
Proof. Assume E is F*;  let lr: E '  ~ E** given by Proposition 6,8, As ~s 
well known F* is a strongly complemented subspace ol ~ F***; if 7r' is a 
projection of norm 1 from F*** (=E**) onto F* (=E), then 7r' o rr is a 
projection of norm 1 from E' onto E. [] 
6. 2. Applications 
6.2. 1. ~?p-spaces. Given a class e of Banach spaces another class of 
Banach spaces naturally connected with ~ is the class ~of  Banach 
spaces which have a u-extension i  the class e-, In this section we study 
when e is the class of  spaces isomorphic to Lp-spaces (resp. to C(K) 
spaces); thus we obtain a global definition of  £?p-spaces, 1 ~< p < ,~; 
(global meaning not involving finite dimensional spaces), We have no 
application of this definition and we essentially include it to illustrate 
the definitions of  part 6.1, 
The following is a slight modification of  a definitior due to Linden- 
strauss and Pelczynski [8]. 
Definition ::~. 10. Let 1 < p ~< ~;  a Banach space E is a J2~+-space iff for 
any finitely dimensiona! subspace A of E and for afly e > 0 there exists 
a finitely dhnensional subspace B of E suctl that A ¢- B and B is (;k + e)- 
isomorphic to lp ~im(B). 
Definition 6.11. A Banach space E is an 12p-space if it is an 27~" space 
for some h. 
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Theorem 6.1 2. Assume 1 < p < o~, then E is a L~+-space i f f  there exists 
a u-extension E' ot'E X-isomorphic to an Lp-spaee. 
E is a Ox+ space i f f  there exists a u-extension E' o re  X-isomorphic to 
a C(K)-space. 
Proof. Asstmae that E'  is a u-extension of E X-isomoq~hic to an Lp-space 
(p < 00), It is known that Lp is a ~÷-space (see [8]); therefore i fA is a 
finite dimensional subspace of E, there is a finite subspace B of E'  such 
that A c B and B is X + a-isomorphic to I dim B By E-finite representa, 
bility there is a subspace C of E and an application ¢ from B onto C 
such that: 
(1) ¢ 1" B c~ E is the identity, therefore A c_ C; 
(2) ~p is a ( 1 + ~)-isomorphisnl, 
It follows easily that, for a small enough, C is (X + e)-isomorphic to 
ldimC 
p • 
Conversely, assume E is an ~÷-space;  let g /be  the set of finite-di- 
mensional subspaces of E ordered by inclusion, cb an ultrafilter extend- 
ing the family of set 3 = {B: B _~ A}. For any A, B A is a subspace of E 
which containsA and ~PA is a (h + (dim A )- l  )-isomorphism from B A on- 
to l~ imBA. It is easy to see thatthere xist isometric embeddings ~k, ] 
such that 
where ~ is defined by (if(x)) A = x i fx ~ A, 0 otherwise and j comes 
from tile natural inclusions BA c E. 
Now jo ~k is the canonical embedding from E into E A/c9 so that 
l l4~B, i / cb  is a u-extension of E; we now define ~p 
1-I BAI@-  11 laimBA/c  
by ¢~((x~l )a ~ ,~) = (~PA (xa)~4 ~ ~; ¢ is a X-isomorphism. By results of 
Krivine (see [2]), I-IA E,~ 1 dim BAI~ is an Lp-space. [] 
The proof is the same (nmtatis mutandis) for ,t~ -spaces. 
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6.ZZ A property o f  E** 
The so-called "Principle of local reflexivity", due to Lindenstrauss 
and Rosenthal, asserts that E** is E-finitely representable in E; there- 
fore: 
Proposition 6.13. E** is a u-extension of  E. 
Proposition 6.1 3 with Proposition 6.8 suggests tile following theorem, 
Theorem 6.14. Let E be a Banach space; there is an ultrafilter <~l on a 
set land  a mapping ~o: E** -~ El~9~ such that: 
( 1 ) ~o is an isometry from E** onto a strongly complemented subspace 
o fEZ,!9~. 
(2) ~o~ E is the canonical embedding from E into E*/~. 
Proof. By some strong form of tile principle of  local reflexivity (see 
[ 10, Theorem 5.1 ] ), given any finite dimensional subspacc B of  E**. 
any finite set of  elements of  E*: ]'1, -.., fn and any e > 0, there is a linear 
mapping ~p: B -+ E such that: 
~o1" B n E is the identity 
(1 - e)llxll ~< 1[9(x)ll < (1 + e)llxlt for any x in :1. 
fi(9(x)) = x(fi), i = 1, ..., n, for any x in B, 
We let M be the set of pairs (B, S) where B is a finite-dimensional sub- 
space of E** and S a finite set of elements.of E*. ~ is ordered by the 
following inclusion relation (B,S) c (B',S') i fB c_ B' and S c_ S'. The set 
of subsets of s~ of the form (B, S) ^  with (B, S)" = {(B', S'): (B', S') ~_ (B, S)} 
can be extended to an ultrafilter 91. 
For any (B,S) with S =f l  ..... fn let e = (dim B) -! and choose ¢(s. s) 
and E(B,s ) such that: 
~o(B,s~ E~B,S ) n B is the identity; 
( I - e) II x II ~< II~o(B ' S) (x) 11 ~< ( I + e) II x I1 for any x in B; 
f(~o(s,s)(X)) = x ( f )  for any f in S. 
II(B,s)E(B,S)/9/ is a subspace of E"/ql. 
E** can be embedded into ltt&s)E(B.s)/ql by the application ~0 de- 
fined, by 
,p(a) = (~p(B ,s ) (a ) ) (B ,S )~,  
where .¢,B,s)(a) stands for 0 i fa q~ B. 
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It is easy to see that li ~(a)ll = tla If: this is because qmost everywhere 
l)llalt<~ll~o(B,s)(a)t,<~ (1+ 1),la,I, _ 
i fd imB ~ k, Also s0(a) = a i fa is in E, 
Furthermore i fa is ill E** and f is in S, then f(SO~B,S))(a) =a(f ) .  So 
that ahnost everywhere t'(~U~.s)(a)) =a(f),  therefore 
lim~tf(¢¢B.s)(a)) = a( f )  
so that the canonical application ~r from E ~/c~ to E '~* defined in Prop- 
osition 6,8 satisfies 7r(¢(a)) = a, hence ~0oTr is a projection from E-~/gI onto 
~(E**): this finishes the proof. [] 
6.2.3. Preduals o f  Ll-spaces. In [7], Lindenstrauss proved that the dual 
of a Banadl space X is a space L 1 [~t], if and only if it has the following 
property (L): 
(L): For any Banach spaces Y Z such that Y c Z, dim Y~< 3, d imZ ~< 4, 
and any e > O, every operator T from Y to X has an extension ]" from Z 
to X with tITII ~< (1+ e)tlTil. 
He conjectureG that the same result holds with 3, 4 replaced by 2, 3. 
We prove this conjecture below. 
Actually, Lindenstrauss "ahnost" proved the conjecture as he estab- 
lished tile following proposition: 
Proposition 6.15 [7, p. 551. Let E be a Banach space; then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) For any finite collection o f  mutually b:tersecting cells S(x~i, %) 
whose centers pan a 2-dimensional ::ubspace of  E and for any e > 0 
fl i S(x i ,  Oti + e) 4= ~. 
(ii) EyeD' operator T from Y to E with a two dimensional range has 
an extension f~ fro',n Z (Z ~_ Y, dim Z/Y  = 1 ) to E with II Tll < ( 1 + e)lt Tll. 
Furthermore it" the unit ee l /o rE  has at least one extreme point, then 
(i) or (ii) implies that E* is aa Ll-space. 
We now prove the following lemma: 
Le~nma 6,16. I ra space E has property 6.15 (i) its second dual E** has 
dle same p~operty. 
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Once this lemma is proved, the full conjecture follows because, if 
E*** is an Ll-sp:.,ce, E* which is strongly complemented in an Ll-space 
is also an Ll-space (see [ 10, Theorem II, 3.2]), 
The proof of  the lemma will be given in the usual mathematical lan- 
guage; nevertheless we indicate briefly the logical ideas that have led us. 
Let t i = XiX 1 + l l iX  2, 1 ~< i ~< n, and consider the set of  formulas: 
(~1N( t ' - z )  (6.2) (VXl) (¥x2) (VYij)I~ i</~< n (]z)  ~t÷ e
(N( t ,  ~-vii) N(,, ~yt , ) ) )  
<~V . . . . .  v 
i < j (~ i "e"} 
where n is an integer, e a positive real, (~i)1~ ~ n any n-uple 9f strictly 
positive reals and )'1, ---, Xn,/al ..... /an any set of reals. 
The set of formulas (6.2) express Proposition 6.15 (i). The fact that 
the validity of (6.2) is preserved when one goes from E to E**, follows 
from their particular form: their validit~ is preserved when one goes 
from E to E'a/c//; also it is preserved when one goes from E' to a strongly 
complemented subspace of E'.  By Theorem 6. 14, the result follows, f'3 
Proof of Lemma 6.16. We first prove that Proposition 6. IS (i) is preserved 
under ultrapowers; let T be a given set; 91 an ultrafilter on T; let 
S(xi, ~i), 1 <<. i <~ n, be given mutually intersecting cells in Er/etl whose 
centers pan a two-dimensional subspace. Let a, b be a basis for this 
two-dimensional subspace, and assume that x i = ;ka~ + taib. l fa  and b 
are respectively given by (a o )ocT, (bo)oer, then (~a  o + laibo)o~ I re- 
presents xe. 
Write x~ for Xia o + laibo, and consider file cetlsS(x~,ct i + ~). 1 ~ i -~ n. 
We claim that there is a set X in 91 such that, for any 0 in X, these cells 
are mutually intersecting. To prove tile claim let (yi j)oe T be an element 
of S(xi, a~? n S(x/,~i), i < j; then Xii ~ 91 if Xii = {O:ll'Y~[ -.x'~ll ~<t~ i +e}. 
Similarly i~ Xii = {0: II y~i _ xJoll <<. c9 + e}, the~ gii  ~91 ; so that if we de- 
fine X = f l i ,  i Xi/, then for any 0 in X, the cells S(xio, ai + e), S(xJo, a t + e) 
have a commo:a point namely yff. By the hypothesis for these 0 (in X) 
there is an element zo such that 
z o ~ N S(xeo, a i + 2e). 
i=l 
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We let z be (zo)o~ r wlw "e z o is 0 if 0 ~ X. Clearly z o is ahnost every- 
where bounded as 
Ilzoll ~< llx~l] - ai + 2e, 
Pl 
z ~ 13 S(x  i, a i + 2e). 
i=l 
It remains to check flint Proposition 6.15 (ii) holds in any strongly com- 
plemented subspace E' of a space E which has this property. Let 
S(xt, a~) be given in E': lety  be an element of E such that 
. fY~ "~" • we have v ~ i=l' txi, ei + e); then if 7r is the projection from E onto E' 
117r()') -~r~x/ ) l l  ~< t!3' - xilt'<, a: + e 
but rr(x i) = x: so that 
tl 
~r(j,) ~ 13 S(x i, ~i + e). [] 
i=I 
6. 3. Re~.uced products o f  Banach spaces 
We now turn to reduced powers and uV-extensions of Banach spaces; 
the aim of this paragraph is to give a description, in the usual mathema- 
tical language, of the notion of uV-extension which will play a central 
role in the proofs of  results of Section 7. 
We first give the definition of a reduced product of Banach spaces; 
this is a particular case of the definition given in Section 3.2. Let (E~),~4 
be a set of Banach spaces; ~ be a filter on A ; ® = (0~)~ A be a bounded 
set of reals with lim sup.~0a = 1. H 1 is the semi-normed space 
ill = {(xc,),, ~a : x,, 6 Ea and for some X(a: 0,~ IIx~ll < ~.) E ¢b ). 
I11 is endowed with flae semi-norm II (x~)=~A I1 = lim sup,~0=llx~,,. The 
set N of elements of H i with semi-norm 0 is a subspace of II 1. 
Definition 6.17. The reduced product  c~-O-Prod (Ec~)aE A is the quotient 
space H l/iV. 
When all the Banach spaces Ea are identical we use the expression 
reduced power  instead of reduced product. The canonical embedding 
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from E into a reduced power of E is the mapping which associates to a 
given element x of E the element of the reduced power represented by 
the constant function equal to x. 
t fA is finite and ~ is the filter {A) we write 01E 1 v... v OnE n for 
the reduced product which we call a sup-product. 
I.emma 6.18. cD-G-Prod (Ea)a~,4 is a Banach space. 
The proof is very similar to the proof of kemma 6,2 and will be 
omitted, rn 
By Theorem 3.6, a uV-extension of a given Banach space E is essen- 
tially a subspace of  a reduced power of  E which contains E; hence it is 
consistent with what has already been discussed to let: 
Definition 6.19. Let E'  be a Banach space which contains a given Banach 
space E as a subspace; E'  is a uV-extension orE  if there exists a reduced 
power E 1 of E and a mapping ~o: E' -* E l such that: 
(a) ~o is an isometry from E' into E 1 , 
(b) ~ot E is the canonical embedding from E into E I. 
The following theorem gives a description of the subspaces of the re- 
duced powers of a Banach space/:: 
Theorem 6.20. Let E, F be Banach spaces; the follow#lg conditions are 
equivaten t:
(i) F is finitely representable il~ the class o f  all step-products o f  E 
(ii) F is finitely representable hi co(E). 
(iii) F is flnitely representable in 1~ (E). 
(iv) F is a :t~bspace o f  a reduced power orE. 
Proof. (i) -~ (i0. Let B be a finite-dimensional subspace of F; let 
01, ..., 0 k be positive reals such that B is (1 + e)-isomorphic to a subsp;,ce 
of01E v ... v OkE. Embed OIE v .,. v OkE into c0(E) by ~0: 
~xl ,  ..., Xk) = (Otxl, ..., OkXk, O, 0 ...). 
Clearly ~0 is an isometry. 
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(ii) ~ (iii). Clear, 
(iii)--- (iv), Follows from the fact that / (F )  is a reduced power o fF ;  
if F is finitely representable in l~ (E), it is a subspace of an ultrapower 
E'  of I (E), But then, E' is an ultrapower of  a reduced power of  E so it 
is in fact a reduced pox~ er of  E (see Theorem 3,6), 
(iv) ~ (i), Follows from the fact that a reduced power of  E is the re- 
striction of an ultraproduct of sup-products of E (using Theorem 6.6). 
This fact also l\)llows from Theorem 3,6. [] 
Similarly we have: 
Theorem 6.21. Let E, F be Bm:ach spaces: the ,following comtitions are 
cquiraten t:
(i) F is EqTnitely representable in the class o f  sup-products o f  E. 
(ii) There is an ultraproduct o f  sup-products orE, E' such that 
EC_FC_E'. 
(iii) F is a u V-e.x'tension o f  E 
Remark. When we write E c_ F c E' we actually mean that there exists 
an isometric embedding ~a: F ~ E' such that ~0I" E is the canonical embed- 
ding from E into E'. 
We omit the proof of Theorem 6.21. The following result will be use- 
ful in Section 7: 
Proposition 6.22 Let F l~e a u V-e.x'tension of  E: there is an operator 
7r: F ~ E** such that : 
(a) II rrll < 1; 
(b) rt ~ E is the identity. 
Proof. We first prove tile result for F = 01E v ... v OkE; in this case we 
can define ~r: F -* E** by 7r((x I , ..., xk) ) ( f )  =f(x  I) assuming 01 = 1 (re- 
call SUPl~i~;nO i = 1). 
If F is an ultraproduct of sup-products F = II,~A ,~/q.t, we !et 
rr, :F~ -~ E** be given as above. We define ~: F ~ E**A/ql by 
~((.v~)~ A) = (~r,~(.x.~))~: 4 . 
We let ~r 0 be a mappingE**A]cll -~ E** such that I1 ~'r011 ~< 1 and 7r 0 I'E** 
is the identity (the existence of such a mapping is given by Corollary 6.9). 
Finally ~r = rr o o ~ meets the requirements of the proposition. 
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The proof is now completed as any uV-extension F is such that for 
some ultrapzoduct of sup-products E', E c_ F c_ E'. E1 
Corollary 6.23. I rE  is a dual space a?td E'  is a uV-extension o f  E, there 
is a pro]ection o f  norm 1 from E' onto E. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of  Corollary 6.9.1:3 
7. Characterization f various classes of Banacll spaces and operators 
In this section we show that the techniques we have so far developed 
enable us to characterize, in a reasonably simple way, some classes of 
classical B,~nach spaces. In order to make out results accessible to mathe- 
maticians in general, the results of ,*his section are formulated in standard 
terms. 4's They will therefore be intelligible to the reader at home with 
Banach spaces even if he is not familiar with the logical preliminaries (of 
course, said reader will not enjoy the proofs). 
7.1. C(K)-diagonalisation o f  operators 
Theorem 7.1. Let E be a Banach space, P be a mapping from E to E; M 
a real number ~ 1. The following conditions are equi~,ah, nt: 
(i) There is a C(K)-space, a f ixed function h in C(K) with I1 h It ~< I and 
a linear mapping ~ from E to C(K) such that for any x in E 
(a) Ilxll ~< II~x)ll ~< Mllxll, 
(b) ~(Px) = ]~. ~(x); 
(ii) E, P satisfy 
tt / 
¥)G. ... VXn iV=l oilixill <11i1\1< i,LVk ~ n Pqk'" IlXi + X] - Xklt 
v V 6iillP.v i - .viii } 
l~; i.]< n / 
4 In order to use standard terms, we have. been obliged to introduce some informal s tatements  
It is not difficult to make these statements correct in each particular case. 
s One notation which may not be standard is the use or" v instead of sup to denote the supremum 
operation, 
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where (oi)l, ~ i¢ n, (Pqk )l< i4, ~t < n (6q)l< i,j¢ n are positive reals such that, 
/n R, the fo l lowing is true for  any ~, I ~ I < 1 
I 
V~ I ".. V~, .V o i I cxi 1 < V + ai  - akl  1~< i,/,k~< n p i /k  1¢~i 
v V 5i/I¢~c~i - -  a i l, 
1< i,/< n 
Proof. We let L be tile language of Banach lattices with an operator (see 
Section 5.2). We apply Theorem 4.8. ~ is a very nice set of axioms for 
abstract M spaces with a multiplication operator (Section 5.2); A is the 
set of  triples: 
(+1, N(x +y  - z), M(N(x +y  - z))), 
where x, y, z are variables (not necessarily distil~ct); 
(+1, N(Px - y), M(N(Px - y))); 
( -  1, N(x) ,  N(x)) .  
We claim that a A-homomorphism ¢ from (E, P) into a model 9Z of cI, 
is a linear mapping; let a, b, c be given in E, a + b = c. Then 
N'~(¢(a) + ~b)  - ~(c)) = 0 
N~(~p(a) - ~(b )) << Mtla - btl 
So ~p is a continuous additive mapping, therefore it is linear. Now; the 
theorem follows from the following lemma and Theorem 5.16. 
Lemma 7.2. The :tbrmula 
I !  
Yx l . . .¥xnV 1 oil ixit l<~M ( V p i /k l l x i+x/ -xk l l  
l~ i,], k< n 
v V I I Px i -x / l l )  
1< i,]~ n 
is true in any abstract M-space endowed with a multipl ication operator 
P, i f  and only i f  it is true in R endowed with multipl ication by any real 
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Lemma 7.2 follows from the functional representation f Theorem 
5.16.[3 
Z Z Factorizc~tion through C(K~rspaces 
Let E and F be Banach spaces, 0 be a mapping from E to F: i the 
canonical injection from F to F**, 0 the mapping ioO; letM be a real 
M~>I. 
Theorem 7.3. The following conditions art, equivalent: 
(i) There is a C(K)-space, a l#zear mapping ~ from E to C(K), a linear 
mapping ~/ from C(K) to F** such that: 
II~oll < M, II ~11 < 1, ~o~o= 0. 
(ii) The following formulas are rote: 
(Vx I e E )  ... (V:,.',, e E ) (~v  I e F )  ... (&vp e; F )  
. _ V. Pqk 11Yi + y / -  vk II v v 5# tt Yi  - x/ I t  
l~ j~ n \ 
< (M+e)  V oiikllxi+.x i -x~l l |  
1< i,j, k<~ n / 
where e is a strictly positive real and Pqk , ~ii, aqk are pos#b.e reals such 
that Jbr certain terms t i ..... tp depemting on a ! , ..., a n and built with 
^, +, ('}')x~R, R satis~qes 
Val . . .Van( V Piiklti +t i - tg lv  V 8i i l t i - -a i t  
1¢1¢ n 
<~ V Uij k [og i + o~ i - a k I t .  
l~ i , j , k<n ] 
Proof. We apple Theorem 4. t 0. • is the very nice set of axioms whose 
standard models are the abstract M-spaces (see Section 5.2); ~ is E, 9{ 
isF, 0 is the given mapping; A is the set of pairs (N(x +y - z), 
M(x +y - z))) where x, y. z are variables, r is the set of paira 
(N(x + y - z), N(x ÷ y - z)). ~ is lattice closed (by Lemma 5.4) there- 
fore, clearly, in view of Proposition 4.12, condition (ii) is equivalent to 
the existence of a diagram of the type: 
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E . . . .  - - - - F  
where F '  is a uV-extension o fF ;  Ilsotl ~< M, 1! ~b011 ~< 1, fro o ~o = 0 o /and  
Y is an abstract M-space. 
Assume firstly that such a diagram exists. First extend ~b o to ~b~*; 
now, by Proposition 6.7, (F')** is a uV-extension of F ' ,  therefore of F; 
so by Proposition 6.22, there is an operator lr: (F')** ~ F** such that 
tt~rll ~< 1 and ~r I'F is the identity. Let ¢J = 7to (~b0)**; then, because Y** 
is an L~-space and therefore (as is known) a C(K) space, ¢, ~, Y** sat- 
isfy condit ion (i) of the theorem. 
Conversely, if condition (i) holds, it is clear that the above diagram 
exists. 
Remark. When M = 1, (i) may be sharpened to: 
(i') There is a norm 1-operator ~p from tile space of continuous func- 
tions on the unit cell of E* to F** extending 0. 
The proof uses simple arguments f iom analysis. 
7. 3. Preduals o f  L l and .t? -spaces 
/2**-spaces have been introduced in Section 6.2.1. We now introduce 
another class of Banach spaces originally defined by Grothendieck [3]. 
Definition 7.4, A Banach space E is a Px-space if for any space F such 
that E is a subspace of F, E is X-complemented in F. A Banach space is 
~ P-space if it is a P~-space for son'e ~, ;~ 1. 
It is proved in [9] that E is an /~ -space i f fE**  is a P-space; similarly, 
E is a/2~÷-space iff E** is a Pvspace. In this section we characterize the 
spaces E such that E** is a Pxspace. 
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Theorem 7.5. The fi~llowing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) E** is a Pa-space. 
(ii) The following formulas are tn~e in E 
V II + - II VX1 "'" VXn 3Yl  "'" 3Ylr l<i,[,k<p . Pqk Yi .rk 
- -  X ~), v V 5//llYi-.x'/ll ~< (7~ +e)  V eqlrltx i+x]  - kh 
l<<.i~p l<L],k<-<.p 
1<~1~ n 
where e is a strictly positive real and pqk, 6 0, oqk are positive reals, such 
that for certain terms q ,  ..., tp dependL, tg on ~1 ..... an attd built with 
^, +, (" U)u~R, R satisfies 
V~ 1 V~n( V pqk l t  i + t i -  tkt V V It i - ~il 
~1< i,f,k< p !< i~ p 
1<1~ n 
\ 
< V oqk la i  + a i - ak I~. 
l<i,],k<n I 
Remark. (1) For X = 1 (i) is equivalent to saying that E* is an Ll-space 
(this is proved in [3 ]). Actually in this case, Theorem 7.5 is not really 
new; a Lindenstrauss characterization by intersection properties of 
cells provides a very simple subclass of the formulas in condition (ii) 
which already characterizes preduals of L l (see 171, and Sections 5,1.3 
and 6.2.3). 
(2) When X varies over R, Theorem 7,5 gives a characterization f
~=-space 
Proof of Theorem 7.5. By Theorem 7.3, condition (ii) of tile theorem 
is equivalent to: 
(ii') There ~xist a C(K)-space, a linear mapping ~o from E to C(K), a 
linear mapping t/, from C(K) to E** such that II~pll ~ X, 11 ~kll < 1 and 
~k o ~0 is the ideatity on E. Therefore, it remains to prove (ii') -- (i). 
( i) --- (ii'). For C(K) take the set of continuous functions on the unit 
cell of E* (endowed with the weak topology), let ~o be the canonical 
embeddi,,g i'rom E into this space, ~0 any projection of norm <~ X from 
C(K) to E**, finall;, ~o = ?,~o 0 , ~ = ~0/;L 
(ii') -+ (i). We ass 1me (ii') holds, so we have the fo i lowng diagram: 
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E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  E** 
\ / 
It is known (see [7]) that E** is a Px-space if and only if every oper- 
ator T: Y -~ E, has an extension T : Z -~ E**, Z 7-- Y, with 11TII < kll T[I. 
It is known that also the second dual of a C(K)-space is a Pl-space. 
Let T be an operator from Y to/:\  ~0 ,, T is an operator from Y to C(K); 
therefore, it can be extended to an operator 7" from Z to C(K)** (which 
is a Pl-space), with li TII -<< 11¢o Tll < XII Ttt. Now ~**o 7" is an operator 
from Z to E****,  which extends T and furthermore II~k**o Tll ~< ~11TII. 
As E** is strongly complemented in E ~***, it follows easily that T can 
be extended to 7" : Z ~ E** with It TIt < ;kll Ttl. Therefore E** is a Px- 
space. 
Z 4. Preduals of S L 1-spaces 
Definition 7.6. A space E is a k-SLl-space if it is k-isomorphic to a sub- 
space of an Ll-Space. 
In [8], an abstract characterization of these spaces is given; we now 
investigate their preduals. 
Tlleorem 7.7. The folio wing c(mditions are equivalen t:
(i) E* is a k-SL l-space. 
(ii) E satisfies the following formulas 
Vx I ... Vxn 3Y 1 .., 31'p. \(l~id.k*;V pPqkllYi +Y/ -Ygl l  
V V 
1< i< n 
l~ j~p 
6/il]x i -- Y]ll ~ (X + e) V oilIxill) 
i=1 
where POt,-, SO, o i are positive reals, e > O, and]Or certain terms t], .... tp 
depending on al, ..., a n and built with +, ^ ,  ~')~ER,  R satisfies 
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Vo~ 1 V~n ~ V Pil'k I tt + ty - I k I 
"'" \ l~ i , j , k<p 
n 
l ¢ ]~p 
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.10. d~ is a very nice set of axioms whose 
standard models are the abstract ,+/-spaces (Section 5.2); c~ is E, c~ is E, 
0 is the identity mapping; A is the set of pairs (N(x),),N(x)), 1" is the set 
of pairs (N(x  + y - z ), N (x  + y - z ) ), where x, y, z are variables, 
Clearly, by Theorems 4.10 and 5.12, (ii) is equivalent to the existence 
of a diagram of the following type: 
g 
E ~E'  
M 
where ~0 is a (not necessarily linear) mapping such that nC(x)!l ~< XnxH 
for any x, ~k is linear with I1 g'll ~< 1, M is an abstract M-space and E'  a 
uV-extension of E. 
It remains to prove that (i) is equivalent to the existence of such a 
diagram. 
Assume (i) holds; let ~ be an operator from E* to X, where X is an 
Lvspace and Ilflt ~< II6(f)ll ~< X Ilflt tbr any f in  E*, let sl/be X*. To de- 
fine ~0, consider for any x in E the functional .~ defined on 5(E*) by 
.~: ,Sf-~ kf (x)  and exteed .~ to a functional 2 on X with the same nonn; 
let ~0(x) = ~. Obviously 11211 = I1£11 ~< hltxlt. To define ~k cons, tier an 
element u of X* and let qJ(z.,) be (uo 6)]~ (which is an ele,nent of  E**). 
One has: 
E ~ E** 
X*  
It is easy to check that q~o~ is the identity because if x ~ E, ~o ~(x) is 
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the element of E** defined by 
Xf(x)_ 
f-~ --'-" "-  /'(x ), X X 
also II ~li ~ 1. Fv.rthernmre X* is an abstract M-space ([41). 
Conversely, assume the existence of a diagram 
I : '¢~ ................................. --* E' 
i/e ~ t /; i//" 
M 
By Proposition 6.22, we may very well assume E' is E**. Taking duals 
we have 
car l  
E* 7 - -~ . . . .  - +  E*** 
M* 
where 'can' is tile canonical injection from E* to E***. If we let 8 be 
$* o can, we have 118(f)ll ~< IIfll for any f in E*. We claim tl 8fll >1 Ilfll/~, 
for any f in E*; otherwise, let f be a cotinterexample; pick a in E with 
Ilall = I and f (a)  > Xtl 5fll; by a simple computation 
8f(9(a)) = f(~k(~a))) =f(a) > XIISfN. 
On tile other hand" 
18f(~a))l  ~ il8./'11 lls0(a)lt ~ 118f!lX as llg(a)tl < X; 
contradiction. 
Therefore, E* is a •-SLl-space as the dual of an abstract M-space is 
an Ll-space [41. [] 
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8. Appendix. &?l-spaces 
The following theorem characterizes the class of spaces whose duals 
are Px-spaces; when ?, varies over R, one gets the class of £1"~aces (for 
details, see [9]). 
The proof of this theorem uses techniques of Krivine [6] and results 
of Section 6.2.2 and will be omitted. 
Theorem 8.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) E* is a ) '~pace; 
(ii) E sati4: "cs the following Jbrmulas 
. . . . . .  { _< ~-" - vkll VX 1 VX n 3y  I 3yp  ~ l~ i , / , k<pP i /k I l y i  +Y] . 
+ ~ 6q l lY i -x i l l<(k+e)  ~t  eqkllxi+xi--x~ll  ) 
14 i~ p 14 i,],k< n 
where E > 0 atzd Piik, 6q , oil k are positive reals such that for some terms, 
tl, ..., tp depending on ~ 1, ..., % and built with +, ^ ,  (Iz ")~ ~ R R satisfies 
wl  ... va,  ( ~ P&iklt~ + t i - tkl + 
1,~ ],r. :: 
8#1:~ - a/l 
\ 
< ~ o i i k la~ + a ,  - ak l J  • 
I< i , j , k~n 
Added in proof 
In conversations with the author, S. Shelah has suggested another ap- 
proach in order to apply model theory to normed spaces; in this approach, 
a normed space is a first-order structure with addition, mtdtiplication by 
)~ (k ~ R) and t,vo one-place relations corresponding to elements of norm 
~< l and of norm ) 1. In a first-order suited to discuss these structures, the 
bounded formulas (i.e. the formulas where quantification is allowed only 
over elements of norm at most 1 ) behave nicely witli respect o ultrapow- 
ers, so that it is possible to transfer esults from model theory to Banach 
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spaces and, e.g,, to get - via ultrapowers - interpolation like theorems 
for bounded formulas. 
Techniques similar to those just described have been used (independently) 
by C. Ward-Henson i  a paper entitled '"ffq~en two Banach spaces have iso- 
metrically isomorphic nonstandard hulls". Subsequent work of the author is 
also in the same vein (cf. "Ultrapowers and local properties of Banach 
spaces"). 
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